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News: — Clemson Grad- 
uates Are Commissioned 
At Fort Benning. $20,000 
Given To Clemson Foun- 
dation By North Carolin- 
ian. Graduate Returns 
Home After 111 Flights 
Over Enemy Territory. 
Cletnson Library 
Campus w* 
Clemson Poll ■•"iore LiUi ary 
Sports: — Clemson Played 
Fourth Basketball Game 
Of Season Last Night. 
Block C. Club Taps New 
Members. John Cagle 
Plays Football With Army 
At Fort Benning. 
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The 10,500 ton Liberty Ship S. S. Ben Robert- 
son is shown a few minutes before it slid down 
the ways January 4 at the yards of the South- 
eastern Shipbuilding Corporation in Savannah, 
Ga. Named in honor of Ben Robertson, horti- 
culture  '24 of  Clemson, noted author and news- 
paper correspondent, who was killed last Feb*- 
ruary in the crash of the Yankee Clipper near 
Lisbon, the ship will transport supplies to the 
fighting forces. Mrs. Julian Longley, of Dal- 
ton, Ga., sister of Robertson, was sponsor of the 
ship. • 
White Named As 
One Of Seaboard 
Highest Officers 
Warren T. White, agronomy 17 
of Centenary, general industrial a- 
gent of the Seaboard Railroad for 
the past 16 years, has been named 
special assistant to the receivers 
at Norfolk, Va. Along with his ap- 
pointment as one of the top exe- 
cutive postions of this major 
Southeastern railroad-. Mr. White 
will take over the direction of pub- 
lic relations matters. 
The Clemson graduate is consid- 
ered eminently qualified for his 
new field of activity. He has been 
connected with the Seaboard al- 
most since his return from answer- 
ing the call to colors against Kais- 
er Bill. He served through 1919 as 
an officer in the AEF. 
During his time with Seaboard, 
he has been intimately associat- 
ed with the commercial and indus- 
trial life of the South and is thor- 
oughly acquainted with its people 
as well as its problems and re- 
sources. Under his direction the 
industrial department of the Sea- 
board has been instrumental in 
bringing scores of new payrolls 
aggregating many millions of dol- 
lars to the south. 
A unique feature of the Seaboard 
development service inaugurated by 
Mr. White was tiie organization of 
a forestry department which func- 
tions for the promotion of sound 
forestry practices in the six states 
served by the Seaboard rails. 
The Ben Robertson Is Launched 
At Savannah Shipyard January 7 
Earned To Honor 
OneJDf demssn's 
Outstanding Grads 
Named in honor of South Car- 
olina's most famous newspaper- 
lan and war correspondent 
ho died in the crash of the Yan- 
ae Clipper at Lisbon nearly a year 
go, the S. S. Ben Robertson was 
.unch'ed Tuesday, January 4 with 
ppropriate ceremonies at Savan- 
ah, Ga. 
Mrs. Julian Longley, Ben Robert- 
- m's sister, of Dalton, Ga., was 
xmsor for the new Liberty ship. 
Frank Kelly, Washington corres- 
ondent for the New York Herald 
ribune for which Robertson was 
orking at the time of his death; 
om Bowen, Robertson's uncle of 
ickens, S. C, and Professor John 
. Lane were principal speakers at 
te launching. 
"A loyal friend, a great gentle- 
an, and one oi the best report- 
's of the younger generation, he 
id his heart and soul in the 
ruggle," was the tribute paid by 
. elly. representing his paper at 
le ceremony. 
Next, Mr. Bowen said that "pa- 
iotic duty of Ben was a heritage'' 
; he told of the outstanding part 
aved since the Revolutionary- 
's when the Robertson family 
lot tories. Daniel Boone was a 
•eat grand uncle of the late cor- 
spondent, it was pointed out. 
Professor Lane, who knew Ben 
obertson intimately, spoke of the 
•ide he would have experienced 
having a ship named for him. 
; told of Ben's personal love for 
lips and read some of his writings 
1 the subject. 
The ship will soon join the con- 
' >y routes of the world after being 
itfitted and prepared for action, 
plaque has been given to the 
lip by the New York Herald Tri- 
ine, and Mrs. Longley has pre- 
.nted a set of his books along 
.th two pictures. 
The launching was part of a na- 
nwide maritime program of nam- 
g  Liberty  ships  for war  corres- 
t indents killed in action. 
Col. William A. White 
1s Seriously injured 
Colonel William A. While, 
'26, was seriously wounded on 
December 16 at Arawa, New 
Britain, according to a tele- 
gram received by his wife in 
Memphis, Tenn., from the ad- 
jutant  general. 
Col. White received his de- 
gree in Agricultural Chemistry 
and was formerly connected 
with the Southern Cotton Oil 
Company at Savannah, and 
later with the same company 
at Memphis, Tenn. 
leldean Returns 
o United States 
First Lieutenant. Leonard H. 
eldean, former Clemson stu- 
nt from Seneca,* who flew 111 
mbat missions in Europe, re- 
ntly returned from service out- 
le the continental United States 
d is now being processed 
rough the Army Air ' Forces in 
iami Beach, where his next 
signment    will    be    recommend- 
Lt. Medlean was once a Spit- 
e pilot with the Roval Cana- 
in Air Force, and later trans- 
Ted to the U. S. Army Air 
rce. On his 111 combat mis- 
■ns. he shot down two enemy 
ines, and was credited also 
th one probable and one dam- 
id. 
The officer was awarded the 
stinguished Flying Cross and 




With Air Forces 
Lieut. Earl Mazo, general sci- 
ence '40, a former editor of The 
Tiger who is now a combat corre- 
spondent with the Eighth Air Force 
in Britain, recently completed his 
third mission over Europe. 
Flying as an observer-gunner in 
a Fortress attacking northwest Ger- 
many as part of a striking force of 
approximately 1,500 American heavy 
bombers and escorting fighters, Lt. 
Mazo reported in a news dispatch, 
"It made, me think of Roosevelt's 
prophecv of blackening the skies 
over Germany with bombers—God 
knows that they were black today." 
"Our escort boys just thumbed 
their noses at the Germans, swoop- 
ing and looping like it was a holi- 
day. Every time a Jerry stuck his 
nose through the clouds they'd 
pounce down, knock him right down 
and go back to their places." Lieu- 
tenant Mazo, flying in a plane pilot- 
ed bv Lt. Chester Doron, of Ro- 
chester, N. Y., said that the Ger- 
man anti-aircraft was "like axkeg 
of nails exploding, and it sounded 
like a keg of nails dumped on a 
tin roof when it hit the Fort." 
The raid in which he took part 
was described to be at least equal 
in size to each of two recent rec- 
ord-breaking operations' in which 
Lieutenant General Ira Eaker said 
numbered about 1,500 planes. A 
Stockholm disDatch said the major 
target of the "raid was Kiel, whose 
U-boat slips and ship-building 
yards have been the objectives of 
repeated attacks by Fortresses and 
Liberators. 
lorton Twins Safe; 
tisoners In Germany 
Lieutenant E. R. Norton, who 
us been reported as missing in 
iction, and Lieutenant J. A. 
Norton, reported as killed in 
iction, twin brothers who at- 
ended  Clemson  from  Conway, 
■-- <,oM   in   h<»   tnf*>   n.c  nricnTlPrc 
Wingard Promoted To 
Rank Of Lieut. Col. 
Lieut. Col. John T. Wingard. 
textile engineering '36 of Lexing- 
ton, commanding officer of the 22nd 
Tank Battalion, 11th Armored 
Division, Camp Ibis, Calif., has been 
promoted from major, according 
to announcement by Maj. Gen. 
Edward H. Brooks, commanding 
general of the division, which is 
stationed here in the California- 
Arizona Maneuver Area. 
Prior to his entering the army, 
Lt. Col. Wingard was an office 
manager and textile designer for 
Mart el Mills Corporation. 
The officer joined the Armored 
Force when he was assigned to the 
67th Armored Regiment, 2nd Arm- 
ored Division, and subsequently 
served in various units of the 2nd 
and 3d Armored Division before 
joining the 11th Armored Divi- 
sion's   42nd   Armored  Regiment  as 
Graduate Of 37 
Pins Bars On 2nd 
Younger Brother 
The following article appear- 
ed in a recent issue of THE 
I SHAVETAIL, weekly publica- 
tion of the Third Student 
Training Regiment, Infantry 
Service Command, Fort Ben- 
ning, Ga. 
For the second time within a 
six-weeks period, Capt. Benjamin 
T. Lanham, Jr., Commanding Of- 
ficer of the 21st Company, Third 
Student Training Regiment, pin- 
ned lieutenant's bars on the shoul- 
ders  of a  younger brother. 
While on leave visiting his par- 
ents in South Carolina the first 
part of November, one of Captain 
Lanham's brothers received 'orders 
to report to active duty as a first 
lieutenant in the Veterinary Corps. 
Captain Lanham was fortunate 
enough to be at home to pin the 
bright new silver bars on the new 
first lieutenant and see him off 
for his first tour of duty. 
On December 14, Captain Lan- 
ham repeated his performance. 
This time it was his younger 
bilother, Second Lieutenant. Wil- 
liam 'J. Lanham, who had just 
graduated from OCS in the Ninth 
Company. The new lieutenant, 
after spending- his delay at home 
will report to his new station for 
his first tour of duty as a commis- 
sioned officer. 
Captain Lanham was ordered to 
active duty in February, 1942, re- 
porting to IRTC, Fort McClellan, 
Alabama. He served as platoon 
leader, Battallion Supply Officer, 
Company Executive officer, and 
Company Commander at Fort Mc- 
Clellan ' before reporting to Fort 
Benning in March, 1943, to attend 
Officers Basic Course at The In- 
fantry School. Upon completion 
of his course in Basic Class. Cap- 
tain Lanham was assigned to the 
Third Student Training Regiment 
as a Tactical Officer. 
Captain Lanham, as weil as his 
two brothers now on active duty, 
are all graduates of Clemson Col- 
lege. Captain Lanham graduated 
in 1937, and before coming on act- 
ive duty attended the University 
of Tennessee where he received his 
M. S. degree and Iowa State Col- 
lege where he worked on his Ph. D. 
degree. At the time that he was 
called to active duty Captain Lan- 
ham was Associate Professor of 
Economics at Alabama Polytechnic 
institute in Auburn, Alabama.' 
First Lieutenant Thomas E. Lan- 
ham, V. C, graduated from Clem- 
son College in 1940, and received 
his Veterinary degree from . Ala- 
bama Polytechnic Institute in Au- 
burn. Alabama, in 1942. He was 
practicing Veterinary Medicine in 
Thomaston, Georgia, when called 
to active duty. 
Seoond Lieutenant William J. 
Lanham, .Infantry, graduated from 
Clemson College in 1943, and re- 
ported to Officer Candidate School 
in July. 
Reece Of Pickens Is 
Tyrone Power's Guest 
Lt. Joseph Reece. '43. son of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Reece of Pick- 
ens was a dinner guest of Lt. 
and Mrs. Tyrone Power (Anabella) 
at   their   home   in   Hollywood    re- 
MORE THAN 100 GRADUATE 
COMPLETE OFFICER SCHOOL 
Three Graduates 
Killed In Action 
Three Clemson graduates were 
killed on or about Dec. 9 fighting 
with Gen. Mai^k Clark's Fifth Army 
in Italy. They are Capt. Lewis 
Horton, vocational agricultural 
education '0 qf Pageland, Ser- 
geant John E. (Mahatma) Gandy, 
Jr., agronomy '3? 0V Anderson, and 
First Lieut. Thomas W. Crayton, 
general science '41 of Andrson. 
Upon graduation from Clemson. 
Capt. Horton attendee Wr-s', Point 
for about six months, after which 
he entered the Army as a second 
lieutenant in February 1941. He 
sailed for foreign service in April 
1943 and was stationed in. North 
Africa for several months, later 
participating in the initial invasion 
in Italy with the Fifth Army, 
where he served until his death. 
At Clemson, Capt. Horton was a 
member of Scabbard and Blade, 
honor military fraternity, leader 
of Clemson's Senior Platoon in 
1939-40, member of senior council 
and member of Block "C" club. 
Sergeant Gandy had been in the 
army a year and overseas several 
months. In a letter to his wife 
dated Dec. 1, he wrote that he 
was participating in heavy fighting 
in a mountainous section in Italy. 
A short time after his gradua- 
tion from Clemson he was employ- 
ed by the Soil Conservation Service 
in  Anderson. 
Lt. Crayton had been overseas for 
20 months. He participated in the 
African campaign and later went 
with his forces into Sicily and Italy. 
He was serving with the 168th In- 
fantry. 
Moses Twins Now 
At Harvard U. 
The Moses twins, Herbert and 
Vivien of Sumter, who were sched- 
uled to graduate in June in elec- 
trical engineering, and who were 
commissioned second lieutenants 
in the United States Marine Corps 
last summer, are now assigned to 
Radar at Harvard University. 
After undergoing a ten weeks 
Reserve Officers class at Quanti- 
co, they were assigned to their 
present station, Naval Training 
School, Pre-radar, Harvard Univer- 
sity, Cambridge, Mass. 
The first of January the twins 
began a three months course at 
Cruft Laboratory and at the com- 
pletion of that expect to spend an- 
other three months at M. I. T. in 
Boston. 
At Clemson, both officers were 
outstanding in curricular and mil- 
itary activities. Herbert held the 
rank of Cadet First Sergeant and 
Vivien, that of Regimental Ser- 
geant Major.' Both were honor 
students and members fo the Amer- 
ican Society of Electrical Engin- 
eers. 
GAM Entries Must Be 
Turned In By Feb. 1 
Manuscripts for entrance in- 
to Gamma Alpha Mu, honor 
English fraternity for writers, 
will be submitted to Octavus 
Roy Cbhen for examination on 
February 20, according to 
Prof.  Lane, adviser. 
Two manuscripts were turn- 
ed in by men leaving for the 
army four months ago, and 
students desiring to try for 
membership should submit two 
pieces of writing on journal- 
ism, poetry, fiction, or belles 
letters. 
Information may be had from 
Henry M. Simons, president or 
E. L. B. Osborne, both mem- 
bers of the A.S.T.P.-R.O.T.C. 
unit. 
LAW   PROMOTED   TO   CAPTAIN 
First Lieutenant William C. Law, 
'41 of Hartsville, has been promoted 
to the rank of captain in the United 
States  Marine   Corps. 
He enlisted in the marine corps 
at    Clemson May 9,    1941 and  on 
Series Of Post- 
war Sessions 
Begun Tuesday 
The first of a series' of four panel 
discussions designed to stimulate 
thinking toward the post war 
world wah held at Clemson College 
under the sponsorship of the Andrew 
Pickens Chapter of the D. A. R„ 
the Ministerial Union, and the 
Fellowship and Forum Clubs of 
Clemson. 
The series began Tuesday even- 
ing, January 18. and is to be held 
in successive Tuesdays through 
February 8th. All discussions will 
take place in the W. W. Long Hall 
(Agricultural Building) auditorium 
between the hours of 8 and 9 
o'clock. 
Clemson's President Dr. Robert 
Franklin Poole opened the series 
of discussions Tuesday night, point- 
ing out the general objectives of 
post-war planning. 
The theme of the panel was "The 
Political Basis for Enduring Peace," 
and the discussion was chairmaned 
by Dr. James E. Ward, Clemson 
professor of economics and govern- 
ment. Other Clemson faculty mem- 
bers who participated in Tuesday's 
panel were Dr. George H. Wise, 
T. E. Brandon, and C. L. Epting; 
and  Father  John M.  Donelon. 
The dates and specific topics to 
be discussed on later panels are: 
January 25: "The Economic Basis 
for an Enduring Peace," Chair- 
maned by Dr. J.ames M. Stepp, of 
the Clemson Agricultural Economic 
department February 1: "The South 
in the Post-War World." Chair- 
maned by Dr. G. H. Aull, head of 
the Clemson department of agri- 
cultural economics; and February 
8: "The Moral Basis For An En- 
during Peace," chairmaned by Dr. 
S. J. L. Chouch, Clemson Presby- 
terian pastor. 
Textile Graduate 
Home From War 
First Lieutenant Thomas P. 
(Jack) West, Jr., textile engi- 
neering '40 of Greenville, has 
returned home after 20 months 
overseas and after seeing action 
in   both   North   Africa   and   Italy. 
After landing in Ireland and 
Scotland, he was with the first 
American troops that landed at 
Algiers. His unit was there even 
ahead of the Commandos who 
were supposed to go in first and 
capture the fort, which entailed 
waiting until the Commandos 
arrived. 
In commenting on what goes 
on on a battlefield, Lt. West says, 
"You can think of the craziest 
things you can imagine when 
you're in battle; you hear some- 
body pop up in the midst of an 
artillery barrage with 'I wish I 
had a' piece of chocolate cake' or 
something   like   that." 
Upon landing at Algiers, he 
said that the Frenchmen hand- 
ed over their guns and said, 
"You're an hour and a half 
late. What kept you?" It took 
about a day's fighting, which he 
described as "light skirmishes,' 
to take Algiers. His outfit went 
on up to the vicinity of Con- 
stantin, on to Sened and Fon- 
douk, went through Hill 609 and 
opened  up at Mateur. 
Lt. West was awarded the Pur- 
ple Heart Medal and Oak Leaf 
Cluster for wounds received at 
Fondouk and at Sened. 
When his unit got to Mateur, 
Bizerte had fallen and his unit 
then advanced to that sector. He 
was with the outfit that landed 
still later as follow-up troops af- 
ter the Salerno beachhead had 
been gained. 
"Rations have improved won- 
derfully overseas due to better 
organization of the supply lme 
since the African campaign," he 
says. 
Rabbit Hunters 
To Have Feast 
Ever since the community rabbit 
hunt of Nov. 27, sponsored by Dr. 
R F Poole and aided and abetted 
bv such hunters as Dr. Carl Epting 
and Mr. Wes Wilbanks, the ques- 
tion has been, where are the rab- 
bits we killed? That question can 
now be answered. They are on 
ice, where they had to rest pa- 
tientlv until Prof. Starkey, keeper 
of the game, could find some more 
rabbits to go with the fourteen 
slain on Nov. 27. There were ap- 
proximately  200 hunters. 
Everybody who attended the No- 
vember hunt is invited to a rab- 
bit supper at the "Y" Can^: at 
6-30 P. M. Thursday, Jan. 20. It 
is possible that some other kind 
of meat may be served. There 
have been whisperings of a roasted 
pig. 
The program will include: Recog- 
nition of Successful 'Hunters, by 
prof. Starkey, master of cere- 
monies; Advantages of a Com- 
munity Rabbit Hunt by Dr. Poole; 
Br'er Rabbit, by Prof. Sherman) 
Hunting Experiences. True, and 
Tall Tales, or Can You Top This, 
by volunteers. 
The   cooking   is   in   the   canable 
B8W mm mm 
Lt. Walter M. "Cotton" Hobson, dairying '42 of Belton, is shown 
sweeping the mine detector over the Camp Howze, Texas, anti- 
personnel mine field. 
Marking the safe area are Lt. R. J. Pleasants, and Lt. J. W. 
Knowles. Lt. Hobson is stationed with Co. C, 410th Infantry 
Regiment, 103rd Infantry Division, 
$20,000 Is Given To Foundation 
To Aid Engineering Students 
V. B. Higgins '10, of Greens- 
boro, N. C, gave the Clemson 
Foundation a gift of 120,000 last 
month which is to be set up in 
the. Foundation as the "V. B. 
Higgins Engineering Fund," the 
Principal to be invested and the 
proceeds from the investment to 
be used in helping worthy engi- 
neering students to complete 
their education, and also for en- 
gineering research. Mr. Higgins 
stated that this is one of a series 
of donations to follow from, time 
to time. 
The Clemson College Founda- 
tion has reached the position now 
where it will be a real benefit to 
the college. Clemson men every- 
where are urged whenever possi- 
ble to contribute to this fund 
for educating the children of 
Clemson men who give their lives 
in this war. 
Other contributions during De- 
cember total approximately $5,000 
including a check for $400 from 
a member of the class of. 1903 
honoring    four      of     his     class- 
mates who are now deceased. Al- 
so among the contributors were: 
W. B. Camn. Ed Sloan. T. C 
Hevward, T. B. Young, J. E. Har- 
rali, L. B. Martin, W. J. Latimer, 
Henry P. Moses, V. B. Higgins, 
F. C. Anderson, J. T. Pearlstine, 
W. Louis Balentine, O. F. Zagora, 
O. R. Duggan, and H. F. Hoff- 
meyer, U. S. N. R.; M. E. Ellison, 
U. S. Army in Pacific area, and 
J. W. Williamson, U. S. Army. 
The total assets from all sour- 
ces for the Foundation are near- 
ly $50,000.00. It is. hoped that 
within the next few years that 
it will be well on the way to- 
wards the million dollar mark. 
All funds now are being invested 
in War Bonds unless otherwise 
specified in the gift, and all do- 
nations to this fund are deducti- 
ble on income tax returns to the 
limit as prescribed by law. Any- 
one desiring information about 
the fund should communicate 
with the Secretary, J. H. Wood- 
ward, at the college. 
Former Tiger Editor 
Stationed In Texas 
Second Lieutenant Richard 
L. Breeland, general science 
'43 of Columbia, former edi- 
tor of The Tiger, is now sta- 
tioned at Camp Maxey, Tex- 
as,   as   an   infantry   officer. 
Lieutenant Breeland re- 
cently completed Officer Can- 
didate School at Fort Ben- 
ning, Georgia, and after his 
furlough . left for his newly 
assigned  duties. 
While at Clemson, Bree- 
land was outstanding in ex- 
tra-curricular activities. A 
cadet captain, named in 
Who's Who, member Blue 
Key, member Tiger Brother- 
hood, member Gamma Alpha 
Mu, and was critic for The 
Calhoun Forensic Society. 
Work Started On 
New Rayon Plant 
Head Visits Area 
Work was recently begun on the 
construction of the$2,000,000 rayon 
tire cord plant and a $1,000,000 
housing project on the Seneca River 
here at Clemson. 
Textile Executive Roger Milliken, 
of New York, arrived here recently 
to confer with construction engi- 
neers. He is president of several 
South Carolina textile plants, in- 
cluding ones at Abbeville, Green- 
ville and Union, and will head the 
new plant here. The WPB has ap- 
proved the project, giving top pri- 
ority in securing construction 
materials and completion is ex- 
pected in four months. 
He was in conference with engi- 
neers of J. E. Sirrine Company, and 
Charles Daniel, head of the Daniel 
Construction Company, which is 
slated  to  build  the modern, plant. 
Site of the proposed plant is the 
240-acre tract formerly known as 
the Dan Ravenel plantation and 
more recently the West Clemson 
Land Company of which A. C. 
Oheletter of Clemson is head. 
• The plant, it is understood, will 
turn out ravon cord to be used in 
thf manufacture of tires, and will 
nff&J*    omtilni:monf    tn.    ccrarol     fVioii- 
Truluck Now Has 
4 Enemy Planes 
To His Credit 
With the knocking out of a 
Focke-Wulf 190 on a recent raid 
over enemy. territory, Thunderbpit 
Pilot First Lieutenant John H. 
Truluck, architecture '38 of Lynch- 
burg, increased his number of en- 
emy aircraft destroyed to four. 
Lieutenant Truluck previously had 
destroyed two Rocke-Wulf 109 and 
one Messerschmitt 109. On his last 
mission, he was flying with a fight- 
er group which knocked down 26 
Jerries. 
We quote Lieutenant Truluck as 
to his part in the latest raid. 
"I was flying the No. 2 position 
in my flight. We were approaching 
the bomber formation from about 7 
or 8 o'clock to them." 
"Captain Mahurin, my flight 
leader from Fort Wayne, Indiana, 
reported bandits attacking the bom- 
bers and dove down on an Messer- 
schmitt 110. He was going too fast 
and overshot. I managed to throttle 
back. The Messerschmitt broke into 
a controlled spin. I followed him 
for about two turns and observed 
scattered hits. As I broke off smoke 
was trailing from each of his en- 
gines. He waf? only damaged but he 
was out of this combat." 
"I pulled up looking for Captain 
Mahurin, gaining altitude to about 
25,000 feet, saw an FW 190 closing 
in on the tail of a Thunderbolt. I 
dove down on him and when I was 
about 700 yards away he saw me 
and broke into the sun. I followed. 
He came out of the sun and started 
to dive. I kept.on his tail all the 
time and was about 300 yards be- 
hind him when I opened fire. Pieces 
broke off all over the ship. Split 
seconds later he exploded. By this 
time I was so close that I had to 
fly through the flying particles of 
what was once a' Focke-Wulf 190." 
Lt. Truluck holds the Air Medal 
and Distinguished Flying Cross for 
combat missions over enemy occu- 
pied continental Europe, for the 
skillful and zealous manner in which 
he has sought out the enemy and 
destroyed    him. 
CAPT.   McKEOWN   HOME 
Captain Harry McKeown '40, of 
Greenville, has arrived home from 
Africa. He was pilot of "Monkey's 
Uncle."  a  B-24    Liberator bomber 
Number Last Year' 
Seniors  Finishing 
Is Not Complete 
One  hundred  and five mem 
of last year's senior class com;: 
ed   Officer ' Candidate   School 
month  which      commissioned 
largest   number   of   Clemson 
on record     in one month.   Fo 
eight of these new officer's fin 
ed   Infantry   OCS   with   the 
Company.  3rd  Training  Regini. 
Fort   Benning,   Ga.    Eleven   e 
pleted  the      Armored      Comm 
OCS at  Fort Knox, Ky., and 
remainder also at Fort Benmn: 
Charles H. Brown, who maj< 
in vocational agricultural edi 
tion from Travelers Rest, one t 
member of Tiger Brotherhood 
a Phi Kappa Phi graduate, finis 
OCS as top man in his class 
112   candidates. 
The new infantry officers 
Josiah W. Bodie, Jr., of'Newbt-. 
and Herbert S. Cotton of Et .; 
over, both being assigned to tn 
Officers Motor Course, Fort E ■:• 
ning. 
Assigned   to   the   Infantry 
placement   Training     Center 
Camp  Blanding,  Fla., were  Gl r 
A.   Carmichael   of   Claussen,   A 
liam C. Dillard of Six Mile. Gee 
H. Fairey of Kingstree, Hilbert  ". 
Fryar,   Robert   F.   Howell,   Jr.,   > 
Santuck,   Robert  A.  Kay, of   - 
derson,.   Hugh     G.   Muldrow 
Mayesville,   Julian   M.   Myers   < 
Orangeburg,   Jack   B.   Payne 
Piedmont,   Thomas   E.   Stanley 
Marion,   and  Aubrey   G.   Willi   • 
of Ridgeway. 
Assigned   to   the   99th   Infar 
Division   at  Camp   Maxey,   Te 
are   Richard   L.   Breeland   of 
lumbia, James R. Burrows of 
wego,   Raymond   W.   Coleman 
Pamplico, Edwin B. Collins of C 
way, Aldice R. Rhyne of Gastc : 
N. C,  and  William D. TempL 
of Lancaster. 
Sent to the 98th Infantry r 
sion, 3rd Army Casual Centi 
Camp Polk, La., were Donald 
Blakeney of Lancaster, Charle 
Morrison of Florence, Thomas : 
Moss of Cameron, and Virgi 
Warner of" CfreenwcSBrl; 
At the 86th Infantry Divif 
3rd Army Casual Center, C 
Polk. La., are William B. Dil 
of Six Mile, Vivian R; Gall 
Batesburg (completed two y 
at Clemson), James M. Gibert, 
of St. Matthews, and James 
Herring,  Jr.,   of  Anderson. 
Seven of the officers were 
to the 17th Airborne Divlsioi 
Camp Mackall, N.- C. They 
Charles M. Askey of North Av 
ta, Edward D- Bubser of Be 
hem, Pa.. Michael B. Hudnal' 
Sumter, Robert L. Jones of C 
ney, John H. Miller of Green 
and Henry W. Webb of Willis 
Leonard D. Rogers of Spai 
burg will remain at Fort Ber 
as an instructor. 
Reporting to Camp Swift, 1 
were Walker W. Gardiner of Flo; 
ence, John Russell McRae 
Clio, Robert J. Berry of Bow 
Charles H. Brown of Tra\ 
Rest, Joseph E. Brown of S 
sea, Donald H. Buhrmastei 
Schenectady, N. Y., Francis 
Coachman of Manning, Johi 
Cornwall of Florence. Johi 
Ford of Abington, Md., Willi 
Godley of Miley and L. S. I 
of Greenville. 
The men receiving their corr 
sion of second lieutenant with 
Armored Command are: Joh 
Dysart of Greenville, Charle 
Glenn of Anderson, Milton 
Christman of Spartanburg. C 
Clanton of Lancaster, Rober 
Liner of Greenwood, Henry 
Hahn of Greenwood. Lawrenc 
Hicks of Charleston, Charle 
Wood of Greenville, Clarenc 
Gallman of York. F. L. Til 
John J. McCarthy, of Manasc 
N. J., and Edgar C. Jones of C 
leston. 
Also receiving their commis 
last month at Fort Benning. 
of whom we have no definitf ,'i« 
formation were Cecil B. Lov 
of Lake. Murray. Lowie Tc 
Rawls of Columbia, St. Clai; 
Knight, Jr. of Summerville, . 
Morrow of Greenviile, M. D. > 
of Enoree, and P. M. Nance o! 
derson. 
Other members of the class 
received their commissions in 
at Fort Benning, Ga.: Claude 3 
ell of Saluda, Clyde Hughe- 
Greer. Norman Beeks of 
Shoals, and Charles Higgii 
Easley. 
Fort Belvoire, Va., Clyde Je 
of Simpsonville, G. K. McLei 
Timmonsville, W. G. Bristi 
—Turn To Page 3  CoL 3- 
"You men  have one eye 
book, and one eye on a wee 
pass." 
—Capt.   McMi 
(Referring   to   the  faculty 
the radio)    " the efforts t. 
teasing personnel." 
—Kii 
"I don't want you fellows 
something  right  without   re . ..■ 
It's wrong." 
—Sh 
"You   boys   will  be   soldie 
if I have anything to do wi 
—Lt.   Lies: 
"We   are   In   the   dark 
light." 
—Mii 
"Follow  me  and  you wil 
diamonds." 
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'Ben Robertson" Is Launched— 
;t week a Liberty ship named for Clemson's Ben 
ion slid down the ways at Savannah, Ga. Dedicated 
of the South's foremost newspapermen, the 10,500 
p will be used to carry vital cargo over the routes 
•;n traveled so frequently by 'air. 
the big grey hull slid quietly into the muddy wat- 
the Savannah River, a band composed of workers 
The musical aggregation was a motley crew, com- 
>f workers who had just laid down their tools be- 
cking up their instruments. This was just the way 
ibertson would have wanted it. Democratic to the 
• could talk as easily and sympathetically to a bom- 
vv flying over India as to a prime minister, 
sent at the launching were the people who knew 
st  in life—Mrs.  Julian  Longley,  his  sister;  T.  A. 
his uncle: who had known Ben from childhood; 
or John Lane, one of Ben's closest friends; Dr. 
yilliams, his relative as well as intimate friend. One 
11 imagine their feelings as they saw this tribute 
aunched to  take its place in  this  country's  war 
en Ben was a foreign correspondent covering the 
of Britain, he Wrote, "At Dover I understood 
Forge and Gettysburg, and I found it lifted a tre- 
;s weight from your spirits to find yourself willing 
up your life if you have to—I discovered St. Mat- 
meaning about losing a life to find it." 
I Robertson has gone in body but not in spirit, 
he said, "... in the depths of the English black- 
iad seen the stars." 
tami *ol Eisenhower Sdys— 
i. Eisenhower said we can win the war in 1944 if 
me exerts himself to the utmost. 
3 women of the community are most urgently need- 
assist in the surgical dressing work of the Red 
For various reasons, some have dropped this most 
ant work. Additional demands are being made on 
al chapter. With the great invasion of Europe in 
mediate offering, it is quite evident that Red Cross 
s will be imperatively needed. There can be no 
t of an inadequate supply. For this work of aiding 
alleviation of the suffering of our own wounded 
trging ought not to be necessary. Action is called 
lis is the time for the members of the D. A. R. 
e U. D. C, who' rightly honor their belligerent an- 
, to become belligerent ancestors for their own 
dants to honor   . _* 
n. Eisenhower has said "to the utmost"—British 
e and Russian women know what to the utmost" 
- - - do we? 
\rmy Needs Trained Men 
Note:   The following editorial appeared in the January, 1944, 
the  Infantry  Journal,  which  Is  the  Infantry   Association's 
e for Fighting Men.   We believe that It can be reproduced 
further  comment. 
Eii some ways, the infantry soldier who has been se- 
for ASTP may feel he is out of things. He worked 
2 devil for four months to learn how to fight. And 
>ecause he has some brains he is ordered back    to 
le shift from training camp to schoolroom is an 
one. It hardly seems to make sense unless the 
ly continuing need for men of education as leaders 
2cialists in tomorrow's Army is held in mind. The 
;is on studies with an indirect military application, 
n from intensive physical work to intensive mental 
the knowledge that other hundreds of thousands of 
e joining their regiments or going directly overseas 
lacements—these things all help to make you feel 
e war is passing you by, that you will never get the 
to fight. 
ou had learned a lot about fighting, and you were 
using what you had learned where it would do the 
;ood—when the schoolbell rang for you again. 
rell, those who laid the plans for ASTP could only 
iking about the  greater needs  of the Army.   You 
certain that you would never be picked out of sev- 
illion men and sent to school for the better part of 
unless there was a  coming need  of  trained  and 
;d men of your caliber  already apparent.   It may 
ripe to read what soldiers already fighting in    the 
eaters are accomplishing toward victory, while you 
ting in class.   But you belong to this war every bit 
zh. as they do, and the thing you can help most by 
is to tackle your assignments with the  same  will 
'hich the others are tackling the Germans or the Jap. 
ou'll be getting the benefit where you are of military 
tion.   When    the    nine  months  are   over,   further 
g will follow for some and every soldier in ASTP 
; ready for greater war responsibilities. 
he war is not likely to end before you finish school, 
a long time after that.   It could conceivably — if 
in imagine ten million German officers and soldiers, 
le millions of Hitler's Second Army who hold    the 
m people in line, suddenly quitting and letting the 
forces through to Berlin.   Or it could if you can 
le  several million fanatical Japs,  who  actually be- 
:hat they are every one better fighting men than any 
can  soidier,  with  an  unquestioning   nation  behind 
almost as big in population as ours—if you can irn- 
such people folding up in the middle of their war. 
the war could end right soon—if these things hap- 
fou bet on a date if you want to, and then forget it. 
vav isn't over and your military job isn't over until it 
nd maybe not even then if this world is in a state of 
iual watchfulness for some time after." 
PlSOPftl ?. 
Mr. Henry S. Montague, Jr., was 
on the campus for a few days dur- 
ing the holidays visiting friends be- 
fore leaving for his home in Miss, 
where he planned to spend a week- 
end. Henry once worked here at the 
college library and was always Very 
ppular with the cadets. He is now 
in the Technology ' Dept. of the 
Bridgeport Public Library, Bridge- 
port, Conn. Henry said that he was 
staying there at the Y. M. C. A. and 
would like very much to hear from 
the boys he used to know here at 
Clemson. 
c      *      * 
A. S. George Armstrong and A. S. 
Joe Brown visited their homes here 
while on furlough during the holi- 
days. Both entered the V-12 Naval 
Training Program last summer. Joe 
is now stationed at the University 
of S. C. and George is at M. I. T. 
in Boston, Mass. 
Seaman Donn B. Euwer, sopho- 
more majoring in Electrical En- 
gineering who left here last Novem- 
ber to join the navy, dropped back 
on the campus week before last to 
visit old school chums while on his 
way to his home in Greenville on 
furlough. Donn is stationed at the 
Naval Air Base in Jacksonville, 
Fla. and seems to like it very much. 
CLEMSON 
HEROES Mk 
Mrs. A. G. Shanklin, wife of the 
late Prof. Augustus G. Shanklin of 
the mathematics dept., spent Christ- 
mas with her son-in-law and 
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. 
Campbell, in Raleigh, N. C. Mr. 
Campbell, former Clemson Textile 
prof., was recently made Dean of 
the Textile School at N. C. State. * *   * 
Dr. J. C. Green of the English 
Dept. was one of the few professors 
lucky enough to get to visit their 
homes this Christmas. Dr. Green 
spent Christmas week-end at nis 
home in Franklin, Term. 
Prof. Claud B. Green, also of the 
English Dept., was also lucky 
enough to spend a few days at his 
home in Clayton, Ga. during the 
holidays, but unlucky enough to get 
the mumps which kept him m bed 
most of the time. * *   * 
Prof. E. C. Coker, who formerly 
taught math and physics at Win- 
throp College and who has, for the 
past nineteen years, taught math 
and astronomy at the University pf 
S C , has recently been added to 
the faculty to teach physics at the 
Air Corps boys stationed here. Prof. 
Coker is a graduate of the Univer- 
sity of Virginia and is the father of 
Prof. E. C Coker, Jr., of the math 
dept. He and his wife are staying 
at the Clemson Hotel. 
* i      * 
Dr. P. C. Miller, who has been 
connected with the Dairy Dept. here 
for the past five years has recently 
accepted a position with the Carn- 
ation Co. in Milwaukee, Wis. Dr. 
Miller was instrumental in starting 
the production of blue mold cheese 
at the stump House Tunnel near 
Walhalla. He and his family plan 
to leave about the first of February. 
Mrs. Miller, who plays the violin, 
has contributed much to the musi- 
cal enjoyment of the community 
and her friends will indeed be sorry 
to see her leave the campus. * .*.  * 
Lt. Col. James H. Sams, E. E. '24, 
former associate prof, of Mech. 
Eng. here for twelve years, visued 
his mother, Mrs. F. T. Dargan, here 
last week. Col. Sams , who also 
graduated from Cornell in E. E. and 
receivd his Ph.D. in Engineering 
from the University of Mich., was a 
reserve officer in the Air Corps and 
entered in June '41. After a four 
months mission in England, he was 
stationed at Wright Field, in Day- 
ton, Ohio. He has just recently been 
stationed at an air base in Mary- 
land as Laisson Officer. 
* *   * 
2nd Lt. Jack D. Hodge, who en- 
tered Clemson in '40 to take Elec- 
trical Engineering and left to en- 
ter the Air Corps, has been visiting 
his home on the campus recently. 
Jack just received his commissiion 
at Marianna Army Air Base, Fla. 
»   *   * 
Col. Mark E. Bradley, who left 
after his sophomore year here at 
Clemson and entered West Point 
where he finished in '30, dropped by 
to visit his home over-night re- 
cently while on his way to Elgin 
Field, Fla. Col. Bradley entered the 
Air Corps after leaving West Point 
and is now in the Fighter, Branch, 
Prouction      Division,    stationed  at 
Wright Field, Dayton, O. «   #   * 
Miss Maruja Cortes and Miss 
Jane Mendez have been visiting at 
the home of Prof, and Mrs. O. M. 
Clark. Maruja has been in Okla- 
homa and came to Clemson before 
Christmas. Jane, whose home is in 
Costa Rica, arrived here only a few 
davs ago. Both are planning to en- 
ter Winthrop College in February. * *    * 
Maj. and Mrs. J. E. Comer    and 
heir two children were also on the 
campus recently at the home of the 
Clarks. Maj. Comer is stationed at 
Paris, Term. and has already re- 
turned. Mrs. Comer has taken an 
apartment hei;e on the campus 
where she     intends     to make her 
home. * *    * 
PFC. Frank Poole, Jr., son of Dr. 
R F Poole, President of the col- 
lege, has recently entered Duke 
University to study medicine. Frank, 
who was a junior here last year, 
majoring in Pre-Med., says he is 
rooming with two Clemson men: 
Jimmy Williamson, of Columbia, 
and Walter Goggans of Newberry, 
both of whom finished here last 
year in Pre-Med. Frank's brother, 
Tommy Poole, is stationed in the 
Air Corps at Wofford College, Spar- 
tanburg. Tommy came home sev- 
eral times during   the     Christmas 
holidays. * *   * 
Lt. M. D. "Slack" Lindsay and 
his wife, the former Miss Carolyn 
McCollum, left last Monday after 
a short .visit at their homes here on 
the campus. Lt. Lindsay entered the 
Air Corps in May '42, after finish- 
ing his sophomore year here in 
Gen'l Sci., and was commissioned 
last March. He is now stationed at 
Carlstrom Field, Arcadia, Fla. * *   * 
Lt. Charles Jetter Glenn, Tex. '43, 
Lt. Charles K. Wood, Tex. '43, Lt. 
John O. Dysart, Tex. '43, Lt. F. L. 
Tindal, E. E. '43, and Lt. Milon 8. 
Chrfotman, Tex. '43, five of the 
twelve out of thirteen Clemson men 
to receive their commissions in the 
Armored Force at Ft. Knox on T-ec. 
11, were on the campus recently. 
They have been ordered to r<port 
back, to the Officer's Pool at Ft. 
Knox. J. P. Swails, Tex. Eng. '43, 
who received a medical discharge, 
was the only one to be disqualified 
at the O. C. S. 
Lt. Edward L. Young, dairying '41, of Timmonsville, who has 
taken part in more than twenty-five operational flight missions, 
has been decorated with the Air Medal for "meritorious achieve- 
ment while participating in aerial flights in the Southwest Pa- 
cific area from June 5 to August 11, 1943." 
f,M> they AW/. » 
Capt. J. S. Brewster, '38, some- 
where in Britain: 
•'...Been planning to send my 
address....day after New Year is 
quiet, so here goes....Been in army 
two years...in states until recently.... 
Britain not like home but not so 
bad—Met Clemson men every place 
I have been so far....In the same 
regiment with me are Lt. James 
Ponder, '37 and Lt. Tom Good- 
son, "40. Nearby are Lt. W. W. Aber- 
nathy, '35 and Lt. Martin, '38 .... 
Please notify Mr. Holtzy so I can 
get his News Letter....Saw one the 
other day and enjoyed so much 
learning the whereabouts of many 
friends....News from Clemson is 
always appreciated, so keep up the 
good  work L" 
Cpl. Walter S. McDonald, editor 
the Tiger, 1942, now Public Rela- 
tions Office Camp Howze, Texas: 
"....Just want to say hello, hap- 
py New Year....Haven't seen a 
Tiger for a year.' How about put- 
ting my name on your list? .... 
Heard you were trying to put it 
out.... (That "trying" isn't a slur on 
your ability; it's merely a recogni- 
tion of the conditions under which 
you have to work.)" 
Capt. Mitchell F. Simmons, for- 
mer member of Tiger staff, now 
in  Pacific  area: 
"....Decemoer 14, 1943—Got the 
first copy of the Tiger I've received 
since 1941....Grateful to you....I was 
just before crawling into my 
jungle hammock, a contraption 
which we tie up between two trees 
for shelter, bed and mosquito pro- 
tection—for a nap....when an agent 
gave me your letter....Hadn't slept 
all night before....told Lt. to "drap 
it"—Saw your address, opened out 
the Tiger and read every word of it 
before sleeping....I've never appre- 
ciated a letter so much . . . Just 
about every one I knew at Clem- 
son was mentioned—Thanks—Was 
on a business mission in this deso- 
late place recently (on navy ship) 
and saw one of the Beaudrot twins 
...Class  of  '41—He  told  me  about 
many Clemson men in this area  
Navy men have time to write let- 
ters and keep up with the world... 
Sometimes the Marines do....most- 
ly they don't —I was on Guadal- 
canal some time last year....Spent 
quite a while in Australia.... Also 
spent time in Milne Bay...New Cal- 
edonia....Goodnough     Island....  And 
Kirwina Island For a visitor, very 
beautiful....tropical growth rank 
and luxuriant—for a guy just 
wanting to get the war over....not so 
good....To see these places makes 
it obvious that the Pacific War as 
far from won....Australia was more 
in keeping with my ideals..- We 
were there waiting, resting for a 
campaign—and that is what we 
got..All complimentary things I 
had heard about Australia inade- 
quate—They are wonderful peo- 
ple—More than willing to meet a 
stranger half way...If I ever leave 
America it will be to live in Aus- 
tralia—At first amused at some 
of their customs and mannerisms 
....They grew on me and now seem 
a natural part of my environment 
...Girls slightly less beautiful than 
American  girls and  a great    deal 
less coy....A helluva lot more prac- 
tical—First one I called on (after 
hearing my tale of woe about get- 
ting laundry done) volunteerd to 
do it for me....Just eager to- make 
Australia more agreeable to an 
American....Will appreciate any fur- 
ther news from Clemson, any is- 
sues of the Tiger.... We are all look- 
ing forward to that big post war 
bull session....Give my regards to 
every one who might be interest- 
ed " 
Pfc. H. T. Malone, '37, former 
member the Tiger staff, Algiers: 
"....As result of my name in "Y" 
News Letter I have heard from 
several friends....including R. C. 
Blair of Miami training station 
Air Corps). Would appreciate re- 
ceiving an issue of the Tiger....and 
how it's grown since I worked\ on 
it with Harry Ashmore, Ben Lan- 
ham and Walter Lewis in '36 and 
'37—Regards to Professors Lane, 
Kinard, Martin, Rhyne and Ward 
...especially to  Tillie Heyward...." 
From the Stars and Stripes of 
which J. C. Wilkinson is Associate 
Editor: 
"....From Pfc. Henrq Malone, 
AFHQ—"First, for my money, you 
can continue with the moron gags 
—and I'm looking forward to those 
movie reviews you promised us. 
Secondly I've just received a batch 
of Clemson Alumni News Letters 
and I'd hate to throw them away 
if there are other Clemson men in 
the neighborhood— Would you 
mind running a line or two to 
the effect that these letters are in 
Algiers for anyone who would like 
to read them and pass them on." 
Clemson men can reach Private 
Malone by calling the' Stars and 
Stripes, this desk.    Ed. 
Maj. Strom Thurmond, '23, 
"Somewhere in England:" 
"—Am forwarding herewith my 
check for educating children of 
Clemson men killed in this war- 
It is a fine movement—This is a 
very pretty country and the peo- 
ple are very friendly....Their ac- 
cent sounds a little peculiar to us 
but I suppose ours sounds strange 
to them....Have not seen a fat per- 
son since arriving here....Don't 
know whether it is result shortage 
of food or exercising of good 
judgment—All are war-minded and 
■behind  the   effort...." 
Capt. T. L. Smith, '40, State Col- 
lege,  Miss.: 
"....Got married the fall I grad- 
uated, worked at the C&B national 
bank, Charleston, until I went on 
active duty in July '41—At present 
am director of military training at 
Miss. State....same Air Force pro- 
gram that you have at Clemson... 
My brother, Ralph B. Smith, grad- 
uated in '43, married Helen Cure- 
ton, is now an ensign stationed at 
Neville Island. Pa. 
Lt. Richard L. Breeland, '43, 
Camp Maxey, Texas. 
"....Sincerest thanks and warm1- 
est congratulations on the new 
Tiger....every Clemson man is 
grateful...." 
Talk Of The 
Town 
By ALBERT L. MEIBURG 
Another semester will soon be over. As it draws to 
a close, the examination period, that nightmare of all col- 
lege students, begins to rear its frightful head. On every 
lip is the excuse, '"Can't, gotta study for exams." 
As   is   customary,   someone   al-»  
ways    brings    up '   the     question,   does  not  play   out;   DUt  ieaves    a 
"Why have exams at all?" Cer- 
tainly they mean a great deal of 
work on the part of the faculty. 
Various plans and schemes are 
suggested to escape the ordeal, 
among which are ideas for ex- 
emption on the grounds of sch- 
olastic average, etc. However, few 
of these proposals have ever met 
with a measure of success which 
would warrant their widespread 
us-~ The old-fashioned examina- 
tion still remains as the accept- 
ed measuring stick of knowl- 
edge. Anyone who has entered 
the armed forces can testify that 
Uncle Sam believes in quizzing 
his   boys. 
Let no one assume that we 
are pleading the case for or 
against the exam. We are only 
stating the facts as they appear 
to us. The chief value of the 
examination, as we see it, is that 
it is an opportunity for the stu- 
dent to exhibit his knowledge of 
the subject. In preparing for 
a test, if he does the job proper- 
ly, the student must necessarily 
organize      and    unify    the   facts 
studied   in   the   course   so  tha*.' it \ forest " 
clearly-defined impression in his 
mind. 
For many of us this may be 
our last examination week at 
Clemson, at least for a while. 
Let there be no "weeping and 
wailing, and gnashing oi teeth." 
Rather let us so prepare our- 
selves that we may not be found 
lacking when the time of test- 
ing comes. "Sensible cramming" 
has been found to be of aid to 
students, although the best stu- 
dents will have prepared during 
the  semester. 
Those who will be fortunate 
enough to return , next semester 
will doubtless make many resolu- 
tions concerning study. These re- 
solutions are all well and good, 
but to live a well-balanced, whole- 
some college life requires more 
than these. It takes determina- 
tion. 
So, whatever our position, let us 
do no less than our best during 
the coming week. Let us say with 
Kipling. "Lord God of hosts, be 
with us yet, lest we forget, lest we 
The Ben Robertson, Liberty Ship 
| named after the famous Clemson 
alumnus and foreign correspondent, 
slid down the ways at about 4:30 
P. M. at the South Eastern Ship 
Building  Corporation's    Savannah, 
i Ga., yards, on Tuesday, January 4. 
j It was the first of the corporation's 
1944 one-a-week contract. 
Among the Clemson men attend- 
j ing the launching were two mem- 
bers of the first graduating class : 
i Messrs. Pat Calhoun and Charlie 
Furman. They gave us a warm 
greeting on the launching stand 
after the ceremony. 
Other Clemson men present were 
T. F. (Prep) Bradley, A. W. Saun- 
ders, Langdon Haskell and Mr. Pell. 
They were all very gracious. »   *   # 
A band, which Mr. Dunn, master 
of ceremonies, said was gathered 
from the workers, made its debut 
at the launching of the Ben Robert- 
son. It was made up of about a 
dozen workers, including one male 
and one female welder. There was 
one Chinaman. Mr. Dunn said they 
would return to work immediately 
after the ceremony. They were a 
motley crew, right in their work 
clothes immediately after laying 
down their tools, and were just' the 
sort of band Ben Robertson would 
have preferred. * *   * 
It seems that there are only five 
minutes in the day when a ship 
can be launched at this particular 
yard, which a little more than a 
year ago was a swamp along a 
muddy river. Our launching was 
moved up half an hour just a few 
hours before time for the blow- 
torches to be applied to the steel 
that held the ship back from the 
Savannah. Two girls applied the 
torches. * *   * 
The champagne bottle was thor- 
oughly smashed by Mrs. Julian 
Longley, sister of Ben Robertson, 
who lives at Dalton, Ga. Julian 
Longley '25, and their two sons, 
Julian, Jr., and Ben, were on the 
launching stand.. * *   * 
Attending the launching from 
Clemson were Dr. Poole, Dr. Pick- 
em McCollum, F. H. Clinkscales, 
Rev. Boyce Brooks and John Lane. 
* *    s 
Mr. George Suggs '18, of the sales 
agency department of Allied Chem- 
ical and Dye Corporation, wants to 
hire some men with, chemical back- 
ground for the sales department, of 
which he is assistant manager. He 
spent the evening with us in the 
lobby of the DeSoto Hotel. Anybody 
seeing this who can gain deferment 
or qualify otherwise should com- 
municate with Mr. Suggs at 133 
Carnegie Way, N. W., Atlanta, Ga. * *   » 
Mr. Calhoun Harris, of Anderson, 
Cost Accountant with Daniel Con- 
struction Co., was glad to see the 
Clemson delegation. On Wednesday 
night after the launching he came 
to the De Soto and sat a few min- 
utes with the launching party. He 
gave us several copies of the Sou' 
Easter, a publication of the ship- 
building company. This particular 
issue, dated Jan. 1, contained pic- 
tures of the S. S. A. Frank Lever 
and launching party, including the 
one published in the last issue of 
the Tiger of Mrs. Lever smashing 
the champagne. * #   * 
On the next page was a series of 
photographs of the S. S. Thomas 
Wolfe, named for the author of 
"Look Homeward Angel," cousin of 
Ben Robertson, and native of Ashe- 
ville, N. C. He was Ben Robertsn's 
favorite author and a foreign cor- 
respondent killed in line of duty. * *   * 
Mr. Harris has a son in AAF at 
Pratt Kansas who attended Clem- 
son '29-'30. Mr. Harris said that his 
father John C. Harris, was manag- 
er for the Thomas G. Clemson farm 
in 1873-74. Mr. Harris attended the 
launching of the Ben Robertson. 
On the way home the Clemson 
group stopped in Waynesboro, Ga., 
for dinner. While we were eating 
our dinner, Mrs. Corker came over 
to speak of her son, Pvt. Robert P. 
Corker, who is now training for the 
Air Corps at Keesler Field. She was 
apparently glad to see and talk to 
anybody from Clemson. A few min- 
utes later a friend of Rev. Boyce 
Brooks, a Mr. Brooks, Baptist min- 
ister of Waynesboro, introduc- 
ed us to the Rotary Club that was 
having dinner in the same dining 
room. Dr. Poole spoke briefly to the 
Rotary group. * *   * 
Word has been received that Capt. 
E. M. Loyless, '39, formerly in the 
cotton business at Anniston, Ala., 
has just been promoted from first 
lieutenant. * *   * 
' Word comes that Major Charles 
D. Bates '37, formerly of Greens- 
boro, N. O, now in the Pacific 
area, would like to receive the Tiger 
and other Clemson news. * #   * 
Mr. John D. Jones '15, of Buffalo, 
S. C, has three sons in service: 
Capt. James B. Jones '40, Lt. John 
D. Jones '41, and Pfc. Howard L. 
Jones '44. All have been added to 
the mailing list for the Tiger. * *   * 
LT. Brantley Hart, of Anderson, 
wrote his mother recently from a 
prison camp in Poland. Said he 
met two Clemson men there, one of 
them bv the name of Robinson 
from Union." His letter said he was 
allowed two "parole walks" a week 
and might wander about the coun- 
tryside during certain hours. Spoke 
of the beautiful surroundings of the 
camp and asked for garden seed. 
Also requested chemistry books. * *   # 
Among Christmas cards received: 
Lt. W. H. Miller, Camden; Lt. Geo. 
Chaplin, Camp Tyson; Cand. J. D. 
Davenport, Benning; Pfc. T. M. 
Horton, Atlanta, Ga.; Lt. (Prof) W. 
G. Miller, San Diego, Cal.; G. A. 
Dunham. Charleston; Earl Mazo, 
Engalnd; H. O. Reeder, San Fran- 
cisco; A-CH C. Copeland, Decatur, 
Ala.; Capt. E. O. Botts, Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, Md.; Pvt. C. F. 
Higgins, Easley; Lt. M. B. Hudnall, 
Camp MacKall, N. C; Lt. G. E. 
Williams, Liberal, Kan.; Capt. T. D. 
Lawton, Monroe, La.; Melvin E. 
Jenkins, England; Pfc. Roy Poole, 
O'Reilly Gen. Hospital, Springfield, 
Mo.; Capt. John A. Winfield, Cal.; 
A-C ..Chas. . H. -Rogers, ..Maxwell 
Field, Ala.; Lt. John B. Manley, 
North .Camp Hood Texas,; .Cpl. 
Carl E. Tcdd, Fort Jackson; O-C 
T. K. Cribb, Aberdeen, Md.; A-S 
H. H. Grice, Bainbridge, Mo.; W. 
L. Cheezem, Charleston, S. C; Stan 
Williamson, Italy; Chas. P. Wilson, 
Iceland; Maj. J. P. Littlejohn, Afri- 
ca; Henry L. Rogers, England? It- 
aly? Africa?; Lt. H. B. Wade, Eng- 
land; J. A. Kennedy, England; Lt. 
Mitehell F. Simmons, Pacific Area; 
Lt. J. J. Le\er, India. Lt. Dick Bre- 
l-Mlfl.   Tern? 
—that Van Dyne shure pawed 
the ground when his little Zoo wo- 
man got restricted on account Of 
raising too much hell the night he 
presented the ring. Three weeks is 
a long time to wait. 
—oscar  says— 
—that he (Oscar) wishes the very 
good friend, The Johns Onion, 
would hurry up and throw that 
Ball. Bet they (the little angels) 
can't beat last year's record. 
—oscar  says— 
—that the "Hyphen" boys, alias 
A8TP-ROTC, think that "bars" 
are only a matter of time—yep, only 
three or four more years. 
—oscar says— 
—that if "Flat top" Rush does- 
n't stop saying "Humpety-hup 
'tench-hup" the whole small pa- 
rade ground will have section 
eights. Was that what they teach 
ambitious corporals at Wheeler?" 
"Showey" Hance is a befitting un- 
derstudy. 
—oscar says— 
—that  Oscar! thinks  those   jokes 
the   ASTPs   tell   in   Army   would 
make even Mae West turn pink. 
—oscar  say*— 
—tat he (Oscar) thinks that if 
the little freshman, lsta floor, sec- 
ond barracks, doesn't stop giving 
shows to the good boys Simmons 
and McBee, he'll have quite a re- 
putation. The first barracks got a 
kick out of it. The name—"Rat" 
Somebody, from Podunk. 
—oscar says—• 
—that he (Oscar) thinks that it's 
time somebody around here does 
something about a dance. Either 
existing faction of the C.A.D. 
could do it. 
—oscar says— 
—that Oscar's old friend Joe 
Gaines gave the ring sometime ago. 
—that he (Oscar) wonders how 
us wolves will ever get thru Leap 
year safely. Howling makes them 
(the women) more determined, and 
a determined woman is an awful 
thing. 
—oscar says— 
—that he (Oscar) gags when he 
thinks about the dish and G. I. sil- 
ver situation in the mess hall. It 
ain't nice to eat part of last meal 
with the present one. 
—oscar says— 
—that he (OScar)* loves those 
little "messages" the little lady in 
charge of the mail at Military Ac- 
tivities office writes. Especially the 
one written when a certain Pfc's 
letter was addressed as Lieutenant. 
—oscar  says— 
—that everyone hates these 
mornings when "Rock" Norman, 
the P. T. instructor, feels so good. 
—oscar says— 
—that he (Oscar) apologizes to 
the FARLEY-VOUS and the    fair 
women   from   Converse.   Includfcs. 
Runge. 
—oscar says— 
—now that the C.A. C. boys ha-< 
learned to "police up", they'' 
learned half of what their infant] 
basic training is all about. 
—oscar  says— 
—that somebody told him (O: 
car) tnat T. S. slips mean Tea: 
and Sorrow, and Lt. Liesing< 
would administer to the men t 
the   third  co. 
—oscar says— 
—that he says why doesn't Re 
(Mouth) Baldwin, the self appoin 
ed Lt., wear his uniforth arour 
the campus. 
—oscar gays— 
—that Seay says candy can t 
gotten even tho' there is a ws 
going on. 
—oscar  says— 
—that he wonders why Salle; . 
Slobodien, and Coleman got the 
well known W. O. the same week. 
Could it be their looks? 
—oscar says— 
—that it looks as tho' Childer. 
and Miller, Der Fuerers stooge,1 
snatched in vain. Seems as th< 
both are in l-A and won't be abl 
to reap in their reward. 
—oscar says— 
—that Weasle Seymour seems to 
be very much in love with a girl 
from  "geechie-town".    Could  Pat- 
ty  be  the reason that his  grad 
point  has  been  rapidly falling? 
—oscar  says— 
—that Oscar and the rest of hi 
enemies are going to turn into a 
bunch of mules if this hay is kep1. 
being stacked on our plates ever. 
morning. He (Oscar) now know 
why they (the poor mules) alway 
look so sad sack. And then th 
profs, want to know why we ar- 
so stubborn. 
-^oscar says— 
—that he (Oscar) and a few oth 
ers   can   tell   the   authorities   jus 
where  they  can    ram    O.    C.  S 
(Benning).    Ah for the life of  i- 
civilian. 
—oscar says— 
—that P. T. man Fritts say 
if these A. S. T. P.'s don't watcl 
out they're gonna get drafted. 
—oscar says— 
—if probation is passed, he (Os- 
car)   is   gonna    move    outa    th< 
state—maybe   even   to   Charlestor 
since that fair district is a separ- 
ate principality.   He (Oscar) wuok. 
like   to   have   a  word  with   thost 
"drys" behind a bush some' 
with a beer bottle in one .hand an( 
the rough half of a Seag 
the other. 
, —oscar says— 
—something's the matter with thj 
wolves   'round  here.    He   (0»ca. 
saw   three   unaccompanied   dame: 
on Bowman field basking in  this 
sun three days ago. 
By W. C. McELREATH 
What Do You Read First In The Tiger ? 
C. J. Beaeh, (3), Walterboro, S. 
C.—I read Oscar before anything. 
It's gossip that I like. 
W. D. Mundy, (1), Greenville, S. 
C—1 like to read just how much 
hell Oscar gives "Der Fuhrer." 
R. H. Bowlck, (3)( McCormick, 
S. C.—I read Oscar first. I like 
to hear what my friend has to 
say about us. 
F. A. Triplett, Jr., Chester, S. C. 
I read Oscar to see what he says 
about our (?) Officers every- 
time. 
Ray Barber, Beaufort, S. O—I 
read Oscar to get all of the dirt 
about the officers. 
Eddis Freeman, (1), Greenville, 
S. C.—I read the sports to see 
what everybody is doing and also 
to see what intramural sports are 
being caried on  (if any). 
Leonard Riddle, (1), Greenville, 
S. C—The first thing I look at is 
the sports page, then the jokes. 
Charlie Fant, (1), Anderson, S. 
C—I always read 'Talk of the 
Town" before anything else. 
P. T. Palmer, (3), Charleston, S. 
C—I   always  read   "Oscar"   first. 
C. M. Timmons, (1), Greenville, 
S. C—I always "scan" the first 
page. 
E. G. Evans, Jr., (1), Pendleton, S. 
C.—The first thing I read is 
Oscar. 
Dan "Mouse" Bounelis, Annapoli; 
Md.—The first thing I read is th 
sports page to find out What fel 
lows like Freeman are doing, anr; 
then "Letters to the Editor" i 
order to see where the old buddie 
are. 
G. A. Glenn, (3), Fair Play, £ 
O—I read Oscar first because it. 
about the boys. 
E. P. Seay, (2), Charleston, £ 
C.—I usually read the sports pag- 
or Oscar first. 
R. L. Gaines, (1), Anderson, il 
C.—I read the sport page first. 
L. W. Glbbens, (1), Turbellvilli 
S.  C—I  read  the  sports  first. 
S. E. Durant, (12), Manning, £ 
C.—I always read the sports firs 
R. W. Gibbens, (1), New Zioi:. 
S. C.—I look at the headlines. 
R. J. Todd, (4), Loris, S. O- 
I read Oscar because I can get th 
low down on what the boys are do- 
ing. 
T. W. Patrick,  (1), Clemson,    £ 
C—I usually read the front pag-j. 
first. 
H. P. Graves, (3), Myrtle Bead 
S. C—I read the sports and the 
Oscsr 
T. k. Stokes, (1), Camden, S. C 
—I  take it as  it comes. 
M.  R.   Tilson,   (3),      Savanna! 
Ga.—Headlines,  to  find   out   whs' 
they made a "scoop" on. 
Tom Clemson 
January 19, 1943 
Dear Tom, 
The Tiger has "endeavored 
through its years of existence to 
keep its style uniform so as to en- 
able its readers to recognize copy 
at a glance. 
Even as war conditions came on, 
its four pages and eight columns 
remained as they had in the past. 
One fhange, and the first we 1^ 
mada is the improvement, or th 
attempted improvement, of tr.. 
masthead. A clearer, cleaner ci 
type of letters are for the firr 
time, being used in this issue. 
We hope you, our readers, lit 
our small change. If you do, goo 
If you don't, let Us know. 
Yours for a great Tiger, 
*  A. B. C. 
ASTP 
ANTHEM 
"Take   down   your    service     flag, 
Mother 
Your son's  in  the ASTP 
He won't get hurt by a slide rule 
So   gold   star   never   need   be. 
"We're   just  Joe  College   in  khaki 
More Boy Scouts than soldiers are 
We 
So   take  down   your   service   flag, 
Mother 
Your son's in the ASTP. 
"We  know he works hard on his 
Physics 
On   history,  math   and   Chemistry 
But cheer up, Mother, don't worry 
In time he'll be made a PFC. 
"We learn English and banking in 
pool-halls 
And   by  braille-system  anatomy 
We're   getting   a   broad   education 
In  this  glorified  ROTC. 
"They  starve   us   to  death  in   the 
mess halls 
The cook greets us merrily 
His face is like plaster-of-Paris. 
He last smi1(»rt In  IflflS 
"The Air Corps may take all th 
glory 
The Infantry  may have  all    t 
guts 
But wait till we tell them our sto 
We sat out the war on our butt 
"This is a bridge playing outfit, 
No more poker, gin or dice 
What the hell is the Army, Moth 
Without beer, whiskey and vice. 
"We're   told   that  we  may   get 
Commission 
After two or three years of ba 
work 
But who wants a bar on his she 
der 
After he's spent his    time    do! 
WAC's work. 
"Six months ago we were all s 
diers 
We  thought   we'd  fight  the J; 
overseas 
Now the Army is a dim recoil 
tion 
Since we got In the ASTP. 
"After this war Is over 
And our children sit on oar k 
We  blush   when  we  have to 
them 
We fought With the ASTP. 
"We  are  willing to fight for 
country 
But we can't till we get a de 
So   take   down  your  service 
Mother 
«7«-„a   ..HI!   in   +V,o   A QTB " 
Since the end of school last June, which was the last 
jular session held, there have been a good many marked 
anges here on the campus as every one knows. Among 
e persons to leave then were our cadet athletic officers. 
We know that a person has to have a little 
sense to run a platoon but a high school 
kid with normal intelligence  could run  a 
successful football league, however during 
the  course  of the  summer there were  at 
least five hundred cadets here,  yet  there 
was no organized competition between the 
different companies. This was  due to the 
lack of interest by the  cadet  athletic  of- 
ficers. Late in the fall of last year plans 
•re made for a football league, even to the extent that 
ys would have  to play  against  competition  their  own 
e. The league progressed several weeks and there was 
ceen interest between various companies, yet it had to be 
nned by the commandant ior very simple reasons. There 
*re  too many boys; getting hurt  and  this  was  due  to 
j fact that the so-called athletic officers didn't    know 
ough or didn't care enough about the game to referee 
get somebody who knew how. Almost every afternoon 
: • the last couple of'weeks cadets have been going over 
the field house and "picking-up"  games of basketball 
tween themselves in order to get a little of the much 
sded recreation and exercise.   As yet there has been no 
empt  on  the  part ot  the  athletic  officers  to  organize 
$ league although that is what they got their rank to do. 
■■■ & don't believe that a much sorrier bunch of poor ex- 
ses for athletic  officers could have  been  selected and 
pe that some changes will be made at the beginning of 
? next semester. 
BLOCK "C" CLUB 
As everyone here has noticed lately there has been 
a good deal of paddling going on, the last year's foot- 
ball lettermen being the victims. The Block "C" Club 
has come to life and is initiating new members into 
its group and has the distinction of being the only 
club reorganized on the campus to retain "paddling" 
lew members. There have been very few clubs and 
organizations to start business after the last class 
*~*duatcd and we wish to congratulate the Block "C" 
or beim? one of the select group. 
OUR BASKETBALL TEAM 
One week ago our cagers made their initial  appear- 
ce on the hardwood and after a tight game lost to the 
liversity of Georgia five by a four point margin.  Our 
ys played superb ball as they had only been practicing 
■   * two weeks. Each team held the. lead about an equal 
.mber of times, however to the Tiger team's regret, the 
..jitofs   held   the   winning   margin   as   the   final   whistle 
ew.  The  following  Saturday  night  we  went  down  to 
.  inton to play P. C. and lost by a decisive score. Down 
are everything was off the ball. After returning from that 
me our five traveled to Georgia and there finally hit 
e win column.  Our team is well rounded as it boasts 
!   th heighth and speed, speed especially. The main  dis- 
> vantage is the lack of experience and they are rapidly 
setting it now. Before the season is half over we ought to 
hitting thfi- win column pretty often. 
ITEMS OF INTEREST 
Ase  we  are  now  having  a  limited  sports  program 
and the cadet athletic officers are sitting down on the 
job it is up to every cadet to arrange his own means 
of  exercise  and  recreation.  About   the   only   exercise 
the majority of cadets at Clemson get is walking to 
the theatre or pushing a pool stick, and    plenty    are 
playing pool as we notice by the increasing gang of 
pool sharks. The obstacle course which is located over 
by thej field house and the Seneca highway affords a 
fine place for anyone interested to get a little physical 
exercise. It is not too difficult yet it is not easy to get 
over by a long shot. There are tennis courts behind the 
field house and there is a running track behind the 
"Y." The "¥' pool also affords an excellent place to 
swim and is heated and one can have a good deal of 
fun there. 
EXIT!!! 
Last Saturday night as we were getting ready to dust 
it our mail box we looked in and were greeted by a 
lall cardboard card of a certain type that is beginning 
•  get very familiar to  cadets  at  Clemson.  It  seems  as 
ough local draft board number 13  (our board)  had put 
in the select group of 1-A along with several others, 
lis will probably be the last issue of the Tiger we will 
rite in for the duration of the war as we are leaving in 
;bruary. L. D. (Scoop)  Reynolds, assistant sports editor, 
also leaving as he is in the air corps reserve and ex- 
acts to be called in the next few weeks. We have en- 
yed writing  and have  tried  to  keep  The  Tiger up  to 
; old high standards and hope that the cadets remaining 
school will continue to put the paper out. 
Above is a picture of basketball Coach A. W. 
"Rock" Norman and his first six men on the 
squad   at   a  practice  session.  Pictured  from  left 
to right are: Eugene Riddle, John Kennedy, 
Ray Bolick, Frank Sharpe, Otis Moore, and 
"Jug"   Mooneyhan. 
Inexperienced Tiger Basketeers 
Win One; Drop Two Games 
Oliver Hospital 
Falls To Tigers 
WILD  LIFE 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
WITH PROF- FRANKLIN SHEBMAN 
HEAD-CLEMSOM COLLECB ■ DIPT OF ZOOLOGY 
ii i iwi i H—a——aaMMaea 
WINTER  BIRD  WANDERERS 
Bird observers in every state 
are eager to add to what is known 
about their favorites. To record 
a bird not previously recorded in 
a given area is quite an accomp- 
lishment and takes careful obser- 
vation and ability to identify the 
bird  accurately. 
Most birds occur rather regu- 
larly in a general "range," but 
often a bird may lose its way 
or be blown off-course. Recorders 
class these birds as "casual, oc- 
casional, accidental, wanderer," 
etc. Also a blustery spell or 
blizzard may drive a bird farther 
south than normal. Several spe- 
cies of birds may thus have 
been placed on S. C. records un- 
certainly or not at all: A nice 
possibility for keen arid careful 
students to add to what we 
now know. Some birds follow 
migration routes via the Missis- 
sippi valley and many occasion- 
ally pass east of the mountains 
through this state, in spring or 
autumn. 
A list of "possible" birds which 
might yet be found in 9. C. for 
the first time Would be very 
long. Many would be coastal 
country birds which folks upstate 
could scarcely hope to find. So 
we will confine our list princi- 
pally   to  land-living   birds    which 
might be found in the main por- 
tion  of  the  state. 
Water birds: Ducks, gees,e, 
gulls, terns. Recently built ponds, 
reservoirs and lakes will surely 
bring in some new birds. Shore 
and marsh birds: Herons, plovers, 
sandpipers, egrets, rails, and oth- 
er long-legged, long-necked spe- 
cies which made in the shallow 
water  or marshes. 
Land birds: Broad-winged hawk, 
golden eagle, duck hawk, pigeon 
hawk, short-eared owl, saw-whet 
owl, and snowy owl. Clemson 
College needs specimen of these; 
can you help? 
Typical perching birds: Horned 
larks, black-capped chickadee 
(different from Carolina chicka- 
dee), red-breasted nuthatch, and 
even Bohemian waxwing; also 
northern shrike (larger than 
loggerheads). Blackbird group: 
Brewers blackbird and yellow- 
head. 
We will mention only a few of 
the sparrow family: Evening' 
grosbeak and pine grosbeak are 
possibles; redpoll, red . crossbill, 
white-winged crossbill, Carolina 
junco (differs from our usual 
"snowbird". The eastern tree 
sparrow may occasionally wan- 
der into S. C. in whiter. 
Do you know any of these? 
keep youi eyes open! 
Seventeen Football 
Lettermen Announced; 
Block " C " Club Initiates 
Five Of Winners 
Now Service Men 
Odds and Ends 
BOWL AT 
KAY'S BOWLING ALLEY 
-WELCOME BOWLERS FROM CLEMSON- 
DAVENPORT'S 
THE SHOP FOR COLLEGE MEN 
;267 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C. 
COMPLIMENTS 
-OF- 
F. W. W00LW0RTH CO. 
Anderson, South Carolina 
CORPORAL JOHN D. "BULLY" 
CAGLE, was one of the outstanding 
stars on the 176th Infantry football 
team which captured the Infantry 
School Conference title. Cagle was 
a letterman at Clemson for several 
years for his stellar performances 
at a tackle position. Cagle gradu- 
ated from Clemson with the Class 
of '42 and finished a brilliant col- 
lege athletic career. 
At the first basketball game of 
the year which was played on the 
Clemson court last Monday night, 
the support given the squad by the 
cadets and a portion of the ASTP 
was excellent but it seemed the 
Georgia team had a large number 
of supporters among some parts of 
the ASTP. The '44 edition of the 
Tiger basketball team is truly a 
scrappy aggregation and is due all 
of the support of the entire student 
body, and all of the men who are 
stationed at Clemson. 
MAJOR HUBERT E. "GOON" 
MILLER, former Clemson football 
star and now an American war hero, 
has returned from overseas duty 
and is stationed somewhere in the 
state of Florida. 
The addition of the checker games 
at the "Y" is a valuable contribu- 
tion to the recreational equipment 
already installed there. In propor- 
tion about as many men follow 
the checker games as they do the 
pool contests, which are always in 
progress. When playing checkers 
there is less danger in coming in 
contact with sharks'.'??? 
PRANK HOWARD, head coach at 
Clemson College, was recently elect- 
ed a member of the Anderson Ki- 
wanis Club,   congratulations coach. 
WILEY HOGUE, who was last 
years head cheerleader at Clem- 
son, was seen on the campus sev- 
eral days last week. Wiley turned 
in a good job as the chief of the 
yell leaders last year. 
Great numbers of cadets have 
been playing games of pick-up bas- 
ketball in the Field House. This 
shows that a large group of men 
would like for the Intramural bas- 
ketball program to begin. Several 
companies have been practicing 
every spare moment, consequently 
there should be some tip-top con- 
tests when the program gets start- 
ed. 
PBOPLE   ABROAD 
(Contniued) 
Capt. John Tfoutman, star foot- 
This year's Clemson Tigers open- 
ed their season on Wednesday 
night two weeks ago and on that 
night they suffered a loss at the 
harids of the University of Georgia 
five. As the Tigers made their ap- 
pearance for the first time on the 
hardwood one could easily notice 
the lack of experienced players. 
None of the men no the team "had 
ever played any college basketball 
before that night. The game turn- 
ed out to be a nip and tuck affair 
with the Tigers leading the way 
most of the time: At the half the 
Tigers held a two point advant- 
age and soon afterwards increas- 
ed that to seven. However when 
the final whistle blew the Bull- 
dogs were four points better than 
the Bengals, Eugene Riddle, 
long shot artist, led the Tigers with 
eight field goals and two foul shots 
for a total of eighteen points. 
Frank Sharpe, played an excellent 
defensive game and was second 
high man with seven points to his 
credit. 
The following Saturday the Ti- 
gers traveled down to Clinton to 
play the Presbyterian Blue Hose 
and Ah Corps team. A rough 
game was the result and the Blue 
Hosemen came out well in front. 
At the half they were eight points 
better and from then on they kept 
increasing the lead. Parrish, P. C. 
forward, ran wild that night and 
dropped in twenty-nine tallies to 
lead his team. Again Riddle was 
the pointmaker for the Tigers as 
ball player at Clemson a few years i £e ra<*e,?    "P nine- .Next   cam 
"Fireball" Freeman  with eight. ago, had been stationed in Iceland 
almost since the beginning of the 
war until he was transferred re- 
cently to England, where he will 
probably see som° action in the 
coming invasion. * *   * 
Married: Capt. W. M. Hudson,^39, 
of Spartanburg, to Miss Margaret 
Barnett Workman, of Woodruff. 
Captain Hudson is With the 1306th 
Engineer Regiment at Camp Ellis, 
111. The couple will make their home 
in Asteria, 111. * *   * 
A letter received by Mrs. Frank 
Fendley of Clemson reveals that 
her son, Pvt. F. K. Fendley, Infan- 
try, met Pvt. Jack Lindsay on the 
streets in an Italian city recently. 
It was recalled that he and Jack 
Lndsay were inducted at the same 
time, one going to Texas and the 
other to Arkansas. 
More Than 100 
—Continued  From Page 1- 
New Port Richey, Fla., Calhoun 
Umphlett of Witherbee, Byrd Hop- 
pes of Nashville, Ohio, John V. 
Bracey of Augusta, Ga., Fred Hob- 
son of Clinton, and Herbert Minnis 
of High Point, N. C. 
Miami Beach A. A. I -O. C. S.: 
W. C. Macmurphy of Charleston, 
C. K. Dunlap of HarU-'ille, Jim 
Richbourg of Liberty, R. /». Martin 
of Belton, E. M. Faris of Rock Hill, 
Robert C. Blair of Blai.s, Bob 
Moise of Sumter, Walter T. Jen- 
kins of Rock Hill, and Janes H. 
Mixson of McCormick. 
Fort Monmouth, N. J.: Paul H. 
Mann of Abbeville. Bill Cothran 
of Greenwood, and R. L. Buchanan 
of  Greenwood. 
Camp Hood, Tex: Charlie Wright 
of Decatur, Ga., and Marion Crai", 
of Grenville finished in the Tan.: 
Destroyer O. C. S. where 11 othei 
members mentioned in a previous 
issue also received their commis-i 
sions. 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.: 
Earle Roberts of Athens, Ga., com- 
pleted his O. C. S. in the Ordnance 
Corps. 
Ralph Hoffman of Georgetown 
and George Coble of Bennettsville 
received commissions in the United 
States Marine Corps, the former in 
the Paratroops, and the latter at 
M. I. T. 
"SO THEY   SAY 
(Contniued) 
Robt, W. Scarborough, '40, Balti- 
more, Md: 
"...Hardly ever see any old 
grads....Would like to join up and 
know a little more about what is 
going on....Recently saw Ben F. 
McLeod of Pan American Airways 
and Buke (J. B.) Montgomery who 
is an Ensign in the U. S. Navy .... 
both  class of  '39. 
Edward S. Herlong, '25, Y-Force 
Service,   Company,   China: 
"....Mrs. Herlong enclosed a clip- 
ping carrying the news about the 
Foundation's drive for funds to 
educate the children of Clemson 
men killed in this war....Trying to 
do our bit here in China, we ~ are 
thrilled to know that there are 
over 4,000 other Clemson men in 
service....I think that the fund start- 
ed by the foundation is one of the 
best ever started by it....My wish is 
that it shall succeed...I am ask- 
ing Mrs. Herlong to send you a 
check.... 
Pvt. Joseph h. Kine (of Clem- 
son),  Fort Benning,  Ga. 
"...My sincere thanks for the 
Tiger you sent me....enjoy reading 
the news of Clemson—surprised to 
learn who Oscar was....He certain- 
ly did a good job....Saturday night 
saw Henry Crandall (Clemson) who 
had seen Jim Glenn, son of Prof. 
"Pop" Glenn think the staff is 
doing  a  swell  job " 
Lt. Stanley A. Williamson, '41, 
former member the Tiger staff, 
wearer of the  Silver  Star, Italy: 
"...Greetings from Italy.... Wish- 
ing you a Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year....Best wishes al- 
ways 
After a week's practice the Ben- 
gals again hit the road and this 
time they journeyed down to Au- 
gusta, Georgia, to play the Oliver 
Hospital quintet. For the first 
time the Tigers hit the win column 
when they trounced the service- 
men. 50-39. There the Tigers were 
playing at their best. The team 
work was almost perfect. Frank 
Sharpe, center, was the big gun 
that night when he dropped the 
seventeen points. He was closely 
followed by his teammates Free- 
man and Riddle, who dropped in 
ten and nine points respectively. 
This account of the season was 
written before last night's game 
was played. 
Box Score of Oliver Hospital Game. 
Pictured above is a typical picture around the campus for the 
last few days. Several "cubs" are being put through the propef 
initiation process before getting into the Block "C* Club. The 
man doing the paddling is "Chief" Boyce and the victims from 
left to right-. Pitt Seay, Angus Lee, and John Russell. 
Know Your Team 
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Referee: Egt. Gross. 
Score at half, Clemson 17, O. H. 12. 
Foul Shots missed, Gebo, Condit 2, 
Hunt 5, Mooneyhan, Sharpez, 
Moore 4, Riddle. 
Pratt, Kansas: 
"....Thanks for sending a poor 
unfortunate Clemson non-grad- 
uate the Tiger....It was the first 
contact with Clemson since I en- 
tered t"he army two years ago .... 
Since entering the army I have 
been stationed at Biloxi, Miss; 
Denver, Colorado; Boise, Idaho; 
Tucson, Ariz.; Alamogordo, N. M.; 
El Paso, Texas; and finally Pratt, 
Kan. In Tucson it was my pleas- 
ure to meet the Brezeales. Dr. 
Brczeale, a professor at the Uni- 
versity of Arizona; is a Clemson 
graduate (class of '96)....Have been 
reading about O. K. Pressley, ('29) 
....he seems to be doing mighty well 
....Please remember me to Prof. 
Bradley,   my       cousin...Also       tell 
Floopy"   Dunlap   hello   for   me 
Again, many thanks for your kind- 
John M. Harris Ex.  '29-30, AAF  ness in thinking of me...." 
As very few people on the cam- 
pus know much abou*- the members 
of our present basketball team, 
we shall try to present £ small 
sketch of each. > 
Eddis "Fireball" Freeman co.nes 
from Greenville, where he was an 
AH Southern football end. He 
played basketball there for three 
years and has earned his football 
letter here. He Is very fast on 
his feet and has a good eye for 
the basket. He lists as his hob- 
bies Dancing and making speeches 
in  Doc  Green's   classes. 
Eugene "Dukey" Riddle also 
hails from Greenville, where he 
played all sports. He was a high 
scorer in high school and has 
been the same so far this season. 
He has an excellent eye for long 
shots and is fast on his feet. 
"Dukey" lists his hobby as "Con- 
verse  women." 
D. N. "Mouse" Bounelis is the 
only "Yankee" on the team as 
he hails from Annapolis, Mary- 
land. He had two years of high 
school experience before coming 
to Clemson. "Mouse" is a one 
hand shot artist and is famous for 
the way he shoots foul shots. List- 
ed as his hobbies are, fine brews 
and women. 
Harry "Dude" Chappell hails 
from Cartersville, Ga. Before 
coming to Clemson he had one 
year of high school experience tuck- 
ed under his belt. He lettered in 
football and'is a very good defensive 
player in basketball. "Dude's" 
main hobby, so it is said, is "Woo- 
ing" women. 
Marvin "Gideon" Gault is the 
third man from Greenville on the 
squad. As is true on the track 
he is fast on the court and is 
good at following up shots. "Gid- 
eon's" hobby is "strutting." 
Billy Smith comes from Bowman, 
S. C. where he played basketball 
for three years on the high school 
team. He is very fast on the floor 
and is a dead shot under the bas- 
ket. His hobbies are listed as sports 
and girls. 
C. H. "Pe.Izer" Davis hails from 
Pelzer, S. C: and played ball there 
for three years before coming to 
Clemson. He is good at following 
the ball and under the basket he 
shoots with deadly accuracy. He 
lists his main interests as women. 
Ray Bolick comes from Hickory, 
N. C. and is the only Tarheel on 
the squad. He is an accurate shot 
from out on the court and has 
been playing on the first team. 
His hobbies are women and dan- 
cing. 
Buddy Baker hails from Sum- 
merton,' S. C. and is one of the 
largest men on the team. He is 
a very good defensive player and 
can hold his own against almost 
any player. Buddy's hobbies are 
peker, dice and blackjack. 
Rufus    Halitwanger comes   from 
Columbia, S. C. where he played 
one year for the Dreher High 
School five. "Halty" is a fine 
ball handler and is an accurate 
shot. People say his main hobby 
is "Bull  Shooting". 
Frank Sharpe comes from Clem- 
son and is one of the better play- 
ers on the squad as he has dem- 
onstrated in the games played. He 
is an accurate Shot and can fol- 
low the ball almost every play. 
Frank's hobby is "Westminster". 
NEWTON  PROMOTED 
Announcement has been made 
at Fort Jackson of the promotion 
to captain of First Lieutenant 
Charles G. Newton, vocational ag- 
ricultural education '40 of Myr- 
tle ' Beach. Capt. NewUih is op- 
erations and training officer of 
the Fort Jackson Training Bat- 
talion.  ' 
Prior to his transfer to his 
present capacity, Capt. Newton 
was commanding officer of the 
Reception Center's Headquarters 
Area. 
One hundred thousand cuttings 
of derris, from which the power- 
ful insecticide rotenone is de- 
rived, have been planted in Hai- 
ti to produce this material which 
is much needed in the United 
States for insect  control. 
Fifteen football players and two 
managers won block letters for out- 
standing performance in football 
contests played this season. Of the 
seventeen men receiving letters, the 
only one to win a previous letter 
was the outstanding athlete from 
last year, M, C. "Butch" Butler. 
The sixteen new members began 
their ten days initiation period, last 
Monday morning. 
The cadets who received letters 
were J. W. Ard, Marlon C. Butler, 
H.  W.  Chappell,  E. W.  Freeman, 
C. E. Gainer, J. W. GUlespie, Ralph 
Jenkins, B. M. Miller, J. L. Neville, 
H. A. Phillips, F. M. Richardson, 
Leonard Riddle, J. A. Russell, W. 
D. Rutledge, W. B. Rogers, E. T. 
Salisbury, E. P. Seay, D. E. Simp- 
son, J. W. Taylor, C. A. Traynham, 
A. S. Trumpore, J. B. Whltmlre, 
F. E. Baldwin, and W. A. Le*»« 
Baldwin and Lee served in the ca- 
pacity of managers and did a very 
able job. Of the men chosen to 
become members of Block "C", But- 
ler, Gainer, Rutledge, Simpson and 
Whitmire have already been in- 
ducted into the armed forces. 
At the present time, there are nine 
old members of Block "C" on the 
Clemson campus. Of these men 
there are seven in the A. S. T. P., 
one is a cadet here at Clemson, 
and one Is a physical training in- 
structor here at Clemson. These 
boys are J. H. Franklin, who Is the 
only officer elected last year and 
now back at Clemson, J. G. Mann, 
P. B. Marbury, H. E. Holley, P. C. 
Lambrakos, J. A. Boyce, W. R. Mar- 
tin, J. G. Hardee, who is the only 
cadet, and Sid Tinsley, physical 
training instructor of the Engineers 
and Air Corps. Harry Franklin waa 
elected treasurer of the Block "C" 
club last year. 
The initiation which every new 
member of the Block "C" club musft 
undergo for a duration of ten days 
is followed with more interest and 
enjoyed by more cadets than prob- 
ably any other initiation here at 
Clemson. The initiates.of Cubs, as 
they are called by the Chiefs, who 
are old members, carries a box 
filled with candy and other delica- 
cies for the enjoyment of the Chiefs. 
Around each initiate's neck is worn 
a wooden "C" to show that he is 
in Block "C". 
In addition to all this he must 
carry a large paddle which the old 
members use quite frequently es- 
pecially after meals. After the ini- 
tiation period is over the Cub be- 
come a full fledged member of 
the Block "C" Club and is thereby 
eligible to wear the Clemson block 
"C".     • 
The boys that have been elected 
to Block "C" this year are truly 
worthy of the honor that has been 
placed upon them. They fought as 
courageously as any group could 
have fought during the past foot- 
ball season and everybody that saw 
them perform on the field were well 
Pleased with their capabilities. It is 
tv.e that our team won only two 
of its games but no one Can say 
the team didn't play every minute 
of the season with all that they 
had in them. Having been elected, 
to the Block "C" Club represents 
their reward for a season of out- 
standing achievement. 
"CLEMSON CADETS ARE 
ALWAYS WELCOME" 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
MAIN STREET ANDERSON 
^ 
mmmtmtm> 
WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL 
CLEMSON CADETS 
Clemson Cadets you will find us with a complete line 
of  quality  men's wear. 
HOKE SLOAN 
-Army Goods Of The Best Class- 
Caudell's Men's Shop 
LOWRY J. CAUDELL, Prop, 
SHOES - TAILORING - HATS 
Expert   Alterations 
"FIRST WITH THE LATEST" 
Military   and  Civilian   Clothes 
100 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C. 
The Persian Gulf area in Asia 
has extensive petroleum reserves, 
as j'et only partly explored, ex- 
tending along the Arabian coast 
pnrl   north   into   Iran*   and   Iran. 
ASHMORE'S PHARMACY 
Greenville, S. Carolina 
Jl 
SOME PICTURES AT CLEMSON 
J;..i. 20—The Iron Major. You Can't Escape Forever. 
Jan. 21-22—So This Is Washington. Forever And A Day. 
Afternoon, 15c plus 2c tax. 
Sunday 16—My Kingdom For A Cook, News, Task Forces, Letter To 
A  Hero,  Popular  Science,   Community Sing. 
2:10 for soldiers and guest, Aud. No. 1. 
4:00 for boys and girls of campus, Aud. No. Z. 
6:10   for  soldiers,   guests,   campus  folk,   boys   and   girls,   Aud. 
No. 1. 
PICTURES COMING: 
Tarzon's Desert Mystery, Suspicion, Whistling in Brooklyn, Mine 
Sweeper, Around The World, The Fallen Sparrow, The Man From 
Down Under, Rookies In Burma, The Desert Song, Bombardier, Lassie 
Come Home, Government Girl, Girl Crazy, The Constant Nymph, 
Dixie, What A Woman, Andy Hardy's Double Life, Higher And High- 
er, Women Of The Town, and RIDING HIGH. 
ENTERTAIN YOUR GUEST AT THE 
CLEMSON YMCA 
FOUR THE TIGER- 
v - 
-The South's Most interesting College N ews^qoer—L-Ti URSDAY JAN. 20, 1944. 
Major Leverette, Fighter Ace, Has Record 
For Fighter Pilots In Mediterranean Area 
Major William L. Leverette, 
mechanical engineering '34, of Col- 
umbia, now holds the Mediterra- 
nean theater of operation record 
for fighter pilots, according to an 
announcement received from that 
theater. 
Piloting a P-38 Lightning of the 
15th Air Force, Major Leverette 
shot down seven Nazi planes the 
first time he actually had an aerial 
encounter with the enemy. On 
December 14, he added to his record 
by shooting down his eighth plane 
on his first mission over Greece. 
This ocurred when he was leading 
his squadron escorting AAP B-17 
Plying Portresses, which were bomb- 
ing airdromes in Greece. 
The report from the 15th Air 
Force concerning his record stated: 
"Major Leverette holds the 
theater record for fighter pilots, 
having shot down seven Nazi planes 
In one flight while patrolling a 
convoy in the Aegean Sea in Octo- 
ber. Since he has been squadron 
commander, his squadron has rol- 
led  up  18 victories without  loss." 
While at Clemson, he was an out- 
standing student, and was editor 
of The Tiger his senior year. Upon 
graduation, he became associated 
with the Eastman Company at 
Kingsport, Tenn., being employed 
there until he left to join the Air 
Corps in 1940. He received train- 
ing at Selfridge. Kelly, and Ran- 
dolph Fields, and before going over- 
seas, was group operations officer 
at Tallahassee Army Air Field, 
Fla. 
George Hicks, feature reporter 
of the Blue network in North Africa, 
interviewed Major Leverette Octo- 
ber 29, in Algiers, which was broad- 
cast to the United States. The 
major also made a broadcast earl- 
ier from radio Tunis, a propaganda 
station. 
McDonald Cites Resolution To 
Rotary Club On Post-War Plans 
Frederick H. McDonald, '14, of 
Charleston, industrial engineer and 
president of the Charleston Rotary 
Club, recently introduced a resolu- 
tion to the club which attracted 
widespread interest. 
The resolution cited the beliefs 
that post-war prosperity requires 
a free American enterprise able to 
provide maximum employment and 
low-cost products; that freedom of 
interprise requires the self-govern- 
ment of business and community 
affairs in the public interest with- 
out aid from the federal govern- 
ment; that maximum employment 
and low cost production require the 
lessening of federal taxes which are 
increased by federal aid; and that 
there are now many persons in lo- 
cal governments who question the 
wisdom of federal air beyond the 
needs of war. 
In view of these beliefs, it was 
resolved "that all Rotary Clubs 
would be urged to support local 
governments in their self-reliant 
conduct of affairs without federal 
aid". 
"Personally," said Mr. McDonald, 
"I hope that every other service 
club in the country will join in a 
non-partisan determination to re- 
vive the self-reliance that will 
guarantee our self-respect, our per- 
sonal liberties and our national 
solvency." 
*v. x#**&*' >«<r^ 
ASTP Unit Has 
Revue In Chapel 
Last Friday 
The ASTP unit at Clemson. pre- 
sented a "sophisticated revue" in 
the college chapel last Friday night 
to several hundred people. 
This was the fourth show pre- 
sented by the ASTP Unit since its 
commencement early in 1943. The 
show once again was directed by 
Pvt. Alfred H. Kleinman, assisted 
by Pvt. D. C. Smith, who were re- 
sponsible for the former success- 
es, including the show "On Fapacle", 
which attracted some 2,000 soldiers 
and friends to the amphitheater 
last summer. 
The revue lasted iBf two'hours, 
and consisted of twenty-five acts. 
The high spot of" the evening was 
a chorus numBer by the "Engin- 
ettes" and a comic act'impersona- 
ting "Wompa. at Their Best", 
which starred Pvts. E. A. Myer, T, 
Brennap, and R. O. Rine. 
The, music was provided by their 
own  band   under  the  direction  of 
,   Pvt. L. Gran, and the musical num- 
Army- An-  Field,  Texas,  and  will   jjers   featured   Pvt.   C.   Berkowitz 
now   go   into     advanced     flying Und his trio, Pvt. Folmer, an amaz- 
Williamson Named 
To Head Section Of 
Society Of  Engineers 
Chief Highway Commissioner J. 
S. Williamson, civil engineering 
'16 of Charleston, • was elected 
president of the state section of 
the American Society of Civil 
Engineers at the 13th annual 
meeting of the A. S. M. E. in 
Columbia last week. He suc- 
ceeds L. S. Le Tellier of Charles- 
ton. 
Elected district director of the 
central state was B. E. Fernow, 
professor of engineering at Clem- 
son. 
Speakers at the meeting were 
Dr. Robert F. Poole, president of 
Clemson, and Frederick H. Mc- 
Donald, mechanical and electrical 
engineering   '14  of   Charleston. 
Graduate Training At 
Pecos Army Air Field 
Aviation Cadet Fred G. Young, 
vocational agricultural education 
'41 of Clemson and Hamilton, 
Ala., has completed his basic 
flying   training     at     the     Pecos 
A three incli snow beautified the Clemson cam- 
pus Sunday, January 9 and gave the first im- 
pression of a typical northern winter season to 
the   large   number   of   northern     enlisted     meii 
stationed here. This, the heaviest snowfall 
since the winter of 1941, lasted into the morning 
hours   of   the   next   day. 
training at that station. 
Cadet Young, after leaving 
Clemson, was assistant county 
agent for the State Extension 
Service at Sumter. He entered 
the Army in October, 1942. 
WATKINS PROMOTED 
Edward F. Watkins, of-Spartan- 
burg, has been promoted to the 
grade of captain at Camp Walters, 
Texas Infantry replacement train- 
ing center. Capt. Watkins is plans 
and training officer of the 13th 
training regiment; and has been 
stationed there 10 months. 
He served previously at Camp 
Croft, and between November 1942, 
and February, 1943, completed *the 
Officer Candidate course at the 
Infantry school, Port Benning, Ga. uary 16. 
ing two-tone whistler; Pvt. A. C. 
Smith, tap dancer, and other nov- 
el acts. 
The comedy was colored by the 
antics of Pvt. K. Stephan and his 
gang of pantomine frolics of Pvt. 
S. Zef and the comedy team, Pfc. 
Kantor and Kay, arid the rope 
tricks of Pvt. L. Cunningham. 
Some novel and'new lyrics were 
written especially for the show by 
Pvt. H. Lederer. R. A. Kleinman 
acted as master of ceremonies, as- 
sisted by the "ad libs" of Pvts. E. 
A. Myer and W. C. Smith. 
An abbreviated version of the 
show was taken over to the 
Greenville Army Air Base hospital, 
under the auspices of the American 
Red  Cross, Sunday evening,  Jan- 
PAUL DRAPER LARRY ADLER 
Draper And Adler Thrill Small 
Audience Last Monday Evening 
"BETTER BE SAFE THAN SORRY" 
LAWRENCE AND BROWNLEE 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
STONE BROTHERS 
CIVILIAN AND MILITARY CLOTHES 
108 N. MAIN ST. GREENVILLE,  S.  C. 
A COMPLETE SELECTION OF 
JEWELRY AND GIFTS 
ANDERSON'S LOWEST PRICES 
—Prompt  Guaranteed  Watch  Repairing— 
THE JEWEL SHOP 
206 S. Main St. Anderson, S. C. 
FRIERSON'S DRUGS 
"WE WELCOME YOUR 
PATRONAGE" 
EASLEY, SOUTH CAROLINA 
BRUCE & DOSTER 
DRUG COMPANY 
THE REXALL STORE 
Greenville, South Carolina 
Fire Consumes 
Part Of Clemson 
Business Section 
A fire which started in the early 
morning hours of Dec. 16 threaten- 
ed Clemson's entire downtown busi- 
ness district and did an estimated 
damage of $10,000. The Clemson 
Cadet Corps Fire Company was 
called out at 2:00 A. M. and ex- 
hibited their ability to handle an 
emergency. 
The fire, which raged for over an 
hour in icy weather, started in the 
Cash Grocery Store, operated by 
Mr. Edwards, and quickly spread 
to the kitchen of the Clemson Grill. 
Clinkscale's barn, housing two cars 
and two trucks, was next to catch. 
It burned to the ground. The fire 
then spread to Bob Smith's filling 
station where it was extinguished 
after destroying his garage and 
wrecker. 
Fire fighting equipment from 
Seneca and Anderson was on hand 
to stop the fire before is could spread 
to Hoke Sloan's store on one side 
or Anderson's filling station on the 
other. 
The' main telephone and power 
cables were temporarily isolated 
during one of Clemson's first cold 
spells. 
Repair and construction began 
the following morning and all will 
soon be  in good condition. 
Airman   Veteran 
Of 50 Raids 
Coming Home 
Staff Sgt. Lemuel B. Fleming, 
former Clemson student. of 
Ridgeland, now stationed in Eng- 
land, has completed fifty sepa- 
rate combat missions over enemy- 
occupied Europe during his eleven 
months overseas, and as a resuult 
of his accomplishments, the 
Army is awarding him a trip 
back to the  States. 
Sergeant Fleming, an aerial 
gunner in the Army Air Forces, 
only last month received three 
Oak Leaf Clusters to the Air 
Medal, and was cited for excep- 
tional meritorious achievements. 
Entering the service in February 
before Pearl Harbor, he received 
his basic training at Chanute 
Field, 111. 
Graduate  Is Awarded 
Silver Star in   Italy 
110 South Main Street 
Lieutenant Stanley A. William- 
son, '41, of Aiken, was recently 
cited for gallantry and awarded 
the   Silver  Star. 
The citation read....'For gallantry 
in  action, October.  1943.  in  Italy. ■ 
While piloting a Piper Cub. Air 
OP Plane, Lt. Williamson located 
enemy tanks with remarkable ac- 
curacy which information enabled 
the' Battalion to deliver effective 
fire on enemy troops, he did 
not leave his- position of observa- 
tion until his mission was ccn- 
pleted. 
The conduct and initiative of 
Lt. Williamson in the iace of 
grave danger were an inspiration 
to the ground forces and  a  credit 
Salzedo Ensemble 
Engagement Soon 
Hampered by a partially ill 
chosen program in the first half 
of the second presentation of the 
Clemson Concert Series, Paul 
Draper and Larry Adler, offering 
some of the most unique enter- 
tainment every staged at Clem- 
son, rose in the second half to 
■thrill the small but interested au- 
dience in the college fieldhouse 
Monday evening. 
Paul Draper, considered the 
world's supreme tap dancer, and 
Larry Adler, the world's greatest 
harmonica virtuoso, danced to and 
played both classic and popular 
music. 
Arthur Ferrante, at the piano, 
proved to be a highlight in the 
evening's attraction, making a .hit 
with the audience in his swing 
version of ''Begin the Begine." 
Mr. Draper began his dancing 
with "Fantasia in C minor" by 
Bach followed by "Minuet" by 
Handel and "Gavotte and varia- 
tions" by Rameau. Most unique 
of his dances was a combination 
of the melodies, "Bicycle Built 
for Two," and "Cow, Cow Boogie." 
His rendition of "Organ Grinder's 
Swing" was received with much 
applause. 
Mr. Adler first impressed his 
audiendfe with "Minuet in G" by 
Beethoven but it was not until 
after intermission that his abil- 
ity to play swing was noticed. 
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" 
was the first big hit of the even- 
ing followed by five encores, a 
few of which were "Begin the 
Begine," "Stardust," "St. Louis 
Blues." and "Blues in the Night." 
The program ended with "Ad 
Lib Duet" in which Mr. Draper 
and Mr. Adler combined their 
talents. At the requests submit- 
ted by the audience, which in- 
cluded such well known songs 
as "Dixie," "Shoo Shoo Baby," 
"Tiger Rag," "Paper Doll," "Dark 
Town Strutter's Ball" and "Good 
Night, Ladies," the two artists 
displayed a genius unheard of in 
dancing and  harmonica  playing. 
The Salzedo Ensemble concert, 
scheduled to appear here on Jan- 
uary 11, was unable to come be- 
cause of the sickness of one of 
the four artists. They will re- 
turn, however, for an engagement 
sometime in February. Jan Peerce, 
tenor, the final concert of the 
year, is scheduled to be here on 
April   14. 
Pearce Writes Of 
Clemson Men 
Overseas 
In a letter to A. F. Funderburk, 
Jr., editor of The South Carolina 
magazine, Capt. Roy R. Pearce, 
'41, of Columbia mentions seeing a 
number of Clemson men and Co- 
lumbians which are stationed near 
him overseas. 
"I received your letter several 
days ago announcing ■ the coming 
publication on Columbia," Cap- 
tain Pearce writes, "and I am 
most anxious to get my request in 
now for a copy. I want to show 
Columbia off to some of these sol- 
diers from the North, Mid-West 
and West who have heard about 
our state but have never had that 
privilege of seeing for themselves 
why we are so proud of. what we 
have and like to talk about it so 
much.. 
"All we hear from them is New 
York, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, 
Frisco, etc.; now they are becom- 
ing familiar with our section. The 
main reason for this is because 
every outfit fighting on ground or 
in the air over here has a substan- 
tial representation from our state 
and  city. 
"For instance, I've seen recent- 
ly Jesse Reese, Hoke Robinson, 
Clayton Cargill, Marion Whaley 
and Johnny Campbell, all from Co- 
lumbia. This has been within the 
last two. weeks. There are others 
I've seen, but who won't be around 
to enjoy our victory when it comes, 
because they have given their all 
so that Columbia and other places 
might always grow and live and 
prosper. 
"I've seen hundreds of Clem- 
son, Citadel, Carolina, PC, New- 
berry, Erskine and Wofford men 
overseas, and you know they are 
all doing a great job. Capt. Clay- 
ton Cargill was with me the oth- 
er day and was also very much in- 
terested in getting his Columbia 
booklet. He is doing a great job, 
but you know every American over 
here is doing that. 
"Things are going slow because 
of many reasons,- 'out mostly just 
one—Germans. I hope our people 
are not foolish enough to believe 
we are anywhere near victory yet. 
It will be a long arduous job, and 
a costly one before it's over, and 
only when all of our people be- 
lieve and realize that will we be 
able to finish, up." 
Former Students 
Now In Air Corps 
Second Lieutenant Albert L. Lef- 
ler, former Clemson student, from 
Spartanburg, is now taking bom- 
bardier training at Roswell Army 
Air Field, Roswell, Texas, having 
recently completed a course in na- 
vigation at San Marcos, Texas. 
Aviation Cadet Jesse E. Gregory, 
electrical engineering '45 of Col- 
quitt, Ga., has reported for duty at 
the Army Air Forces Bombardier 
School, Carlsbad, New Mexico, 
where he will study advanced high 
level bombardiering and dead-reck- 
oning navigation. Upon graduation, 
he will be awarded his silver bomb- 
ardier's wings, or commissioned a 
second lieutenant. 
Aviation Cadets James L. Dunlap, 
mechanical engineering '45 of 
Hartsville, and Robert L. Duncan, 
civil engineering '45 of Orangeburg, 
are now receiving the basic phase 
of their flight training at the Army 
Air Forces Pilot School, Courtland 
Army Air Field, Courtland, Ala- 
bama. 
Four Aviation Cadets, Clough H. 
Blake, who left Clemson in 1941, 
Talmadge W. Ccbb, textile engin- 
eering '44 of Cateechee, Jack J. 
Nipper, mechanical engineering '46 
of Lowell, N. C, and Henry L. Parr, 
agriculture '45 of Newberry, are at- 
tending AAF Pre-Flight School for 
Pilots at Maxwell Field, ,Al&. 
Aviation Cadet Herchel D. Pon- 
der, mechanical engineering '45 of 
Skyland, N. C, is undergoing basic 
flying training at the End Army 
Air Field, Enid,  Okla. 
Lt. G. S.  Irby 
Gets Commission 
George S. Irby, Jr., former 
Clemson student, has received 
his wings as a second lieutenant 
in the Army Air Forces, at Fos- 
ter Field, Victoria, Texas, after 
a year spent at an advanced pi- 
lots' school of the Army Air For- 
ces   Training   Command. 
Lt. and Mrs. Irby have been 
visiting the former's parents, Mr. 
and  Mrs.   Irby,  Sr.,  in  Woodruff. 
Texas, respectively. 
Following on the heels of a year 
of peak production of combat fly- 
ers, today's new fighting pilots, 
from every state and from foreign 
couatrys was the largest groiip yet 
turned out at one time by these 
fields. 
to the Armed  Forces o 
ted States." 
the Uni- 
Four Former Students 
Receive  Commissions 
Four former Clemson College stu- 
dents, Wilbur B. Greyard. Jr., of 
Greenville. Roy V. Boggs. of Sene- 
ca, Leonard D. Carter of Ehrhardt, 
and Larry M. Hewin of Houston, 
Texas, won their silver wings at 
various Advanced Pilot Schools of 
the Army Air Forces Training Com- 
mand a few days ago. 
They finished at the ?ampa 
Army Air Field, the Alo; Arr.iy Air 
Field,   Moore   Field,   and  Ellinrton. 
m&& 
Noel Eugene Garvin, electrical 
engineering '44 of Greenville, 
and Concord, N. C, was on Jan- 
uary 7, commissioned a sec- 
ond lieutenant and given the 
silver wings of the military 
pilot at graduation exercises at 
the Advanced Twin Engine Fly- 
ing Training School at Blythe- 
ville, Ark. 
The winning of the commis- 
sion marks the successful com- 
pletion of three phases of train- 
ing; primary, basic and advanc- 
ed. 
Garvin left Clemson a year 
ago to join the air corps. While 
here he held the rank of Ca- 
det First Sergeant. 
Manning Not Missing; 
Is Safe In China 
Major Wyndham M. Manning, 
of the internal security divi- 
sion, Fourth Service Command, 
was advised last month that his 
son, First Lieutenant Wyndham 
M. Manning, Jr., former Clemson 
student, of Stateburg, has been 
found safe after being reported 
missing in action in China 10 
days. 
Lieutenant Manning is sta- 
tioned with the 14th air force in 
China as a pilot on a Liberator 
bomber. He has been awarded 
the Air Medal, Distinguished 
Flying Cross and an Oak Leaf 
Cluster. 
—Courtesy The State 
First Lieutenant Samuel R. Webster, Jr., mechanical engineering 
'41 of Mullins, is shown shortly after he had been assigned to the 
General Subjects Team at the Armored Command Replacement 
Training Center at Fort Knox, Ky. Lt. [Webster is the first officer 
to be assigned to that post that has» escaped from an Italian 
prison camp. 
Escapee From Italian Prison Is 
Assigned To Tank Headquarters 
The first American officer as- 
signed to the Armored Replace- 
ment Training Center at Fort 
Knox, Ky.,, to escape from an 
Italian prison camp is Clemson 
graduate Fisrt Lieutenant Sam- 
uel R. Webster, mechanical engi- 
neering  '41  of Mullins. 
The officer fought against Rom- 
mel's best in North. Africa until 
the Hitlermen knocked out a 
tank he was commanding at 
Teburba. The Nazis turned Lt. 
Webster over to the Italians for 
imprisonment. Details as to the 
site of the camp or how the 
Clemson graduate made* his get- 
away cannot be revealed because 
they might prejudice similar at- 
tempts by other American pris- 
oners. 
"The food given us by the 
Italians was terrible," he recall- 
ed. "The Red Cross packages of 
food we received were marvelous 
—they  kept  us  from  starving." 
The young South Carolinian, 
a platoon commander in the 1st 
Armored Regiment of the 1st Ar- 
mored Division, landed with the 
first waves of troops at Oran in 
November, 1942, and fought the 
enemy until December 3, when 
a high explosive shell hit the 
track of his light tank, forcing 
him   to   submit  to   capture. 
'We were green then," Lt. 
Webster said, "and were fighting 
veterans. The Germans had Mark 
Ills and IVs which were heavier. 
than our lights. However, we 
showed our stuff as we became 
battle-hardened." 
Lt. Webster has been assigned 
to the Center General Subjects 
team. His cousin, Pfc. Joseph 
Webster, mechanical engineering 
'44 of Loris, took his basic train- 
ing at Fort Knox and is now here 
at  Clemson  under  £he ASTP. 
Greenville, S. C. 
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Shown above is Ensign Max- 
cy P. Watson, Jr., education (if 
Toddville and Ccnway, who 
recently was commissioned ai.d 
presented his Navy "Wings of* 
G61d" in th2 Naval Reserve. 
He completed his flight train- 
ing at the Naval Air Training 
CrtilT    Pr"r""r:\n    FIT. 
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COLLEGE SEAL STATIONERY 
NEW ASSORTMENTS ARRIVING 
ALSO FOR AIR FORCES AND ENGINEERS 
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS 
LARGE STOCK WITH METAL RINGS 
35c TO $1.25 
COLLEGE STICKERS 
NEW ASSORTMENTS 
L. C. Martin Drug Co. 
OFFICIAL  COLLEGE BOO." AND SUPPLY STORE 
P.  S.   McCOLLUM, Owner 
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